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J. B, Minzert & Co, of Boston, Mass., Have opened

& Composers’ Bureat, for the revision, eriticim, and

sale of musical MSS.

Baumann, who waf'éngaged by Walter Damrosch as
«
N. Y., which began Feb. 25, He was an accomplished
musician,

A regular method of procedure

stage manager daring the season of German opera in

is arranged, and all departments of the work are-provided for.

N03.

Onx of the passengers on the ill-fated ittbe waw’Adolph

They issue a circular describing the bureau.

A Rane event was the appearance recently at a con-

Sin Joiy Srazwen‘at the recent Public Conference of

cert in Boston, of s father and son both singing, The
Masicians told an interesting story about his own paper,
Lord is a Man of War,” with fine results. This was “Does Masic Train the Mind?’ The.printers
knew
done by Myron W.Whitney, the celebrated basso, and better than Sir John, and set the type up in proof,
his son Myron W. Whitney, Jr., who bids fair to be the “Does Music Strain the Mind?”
equal of his famous father.

Art a Chicago concert Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood played,

~. Novesto, Ewes & Co, have recently published the
first movement, fro

Heller's"Fsharp minor concerto with the orchestral long and elaborate

parte transcribed for organ, and played by Mr. Freder-

ick Archer.

At the last moment it was discovered that

there was the difference in pitch of a half tone between
the organ and piano, whereupon Mr. Archer demon-

didel’s “ Dixit Dominus,” a

work, completed in Rome in April,

1707. 4The original Adition, by Dr. Chrysander, from
the,g#tograph score ‘fer soli, five-part chorus, atrings and

contgggco,

has been followed in this

last publication. It
THEOPORE PRESSER,
is very strorg and rivala the moat famous of his works.
¢
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelph’a,
Pa, strated his fine musicianship by transposing his part a It is the vocal scofe with piano
accompaniment,and-ig.=»
* Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second Class Matter.
half-tone lower at sight.
very interesting.
F
Ove of the most famous concert halls in the world—
‘Waar some of us déapise others seek after. The fol-

lowing
shameChicago
many are
Kalf-hearted
music chil,
atu--£b®
Gewandhaus,
now being
pulled,another
down,
dents: should
“Some putto
ladiesin
tesching yoor
i# "der
to make atroomeipsic—is
for an edifice
of quite

Musical Ftems.

Evwaxp

dren the piano by giving them instruction and allowing

HOME.

Souomon, once well-known

as a writer of

popular light operas, died recently in London.
Aa we go to presa, we are greatly shocked to receive

the sad news of the eudden death of Cuas. H. Janvis, a
celebrated pianist of this city,

Mr, E. A. McDowatt, of whom a sketch was given in

“Celebrated Pianists,” is giving a series of recitala in

them ten minutes practice on the-piano‘every Sunday.
Their practice at home they do ‘onthe table.asthoy

have no pianos. So earnest are they,ho

& recent recital, the little ones showed

gress.”?

f

remarkable pro=

ote

can hardly

wish

for such times to retarn

in mysic.

Weber received for '*Freischutz,’' one of the most pop-

ular and profitable operas ever written, only $4000, and

Ma. Prowxer Greene, whose bass voice and artistic
method made such a success here a season or two ‘ago,

$8000 comprised the total of the returns for his worke.

Strauss, Sollivang Mascagni, would seorn such figures
for one of their works.

Humperdinck, the composer of

the operé ‘ Hausel and Gretel ’}smilingly refused $5000
in the leading cities.
‘
for it. His profits have beon,At least $60,000 in a year,
\\_ Amwoxe the choral works to be given at the next’ for this short opera,
a
Worcéster festival are Mendetssohn’s “ St, Paul,”
FOREIGN,

Hiller.

The Gewandhaus was remarkabl for excellent

acoustic properties,

"

Some letters of Paganini were printed ina Roman paper
lately.

Such letters are rare because of his illiteracy.

He growls because the‘ hard times” prevent him from

making more than $100,000 in two months.

In one

letter he saya: ‘People are no longer asking each

other ‘Have you

seen him?’

heard Paganini?’

bat

‘Have you

‘Truth to tell it annoys me to have every-

body belieye-that I have the devil inside of me.

The

newepapers write so much about my appearance, and

that
iswhat excites such incredible curiosity.”
;
Tu ‘musical borrowings of Hindel were recently
Da, ADC, Maoxenziz, of London, has been knighted en irged ‘upon by Ebenezer Prout, who called Hiindel
‘* Barbara Frietchie.’’
i
i
grand old robber.” That ho took
alarge amount
_ by the Queen.
of
icfrom’ his contemporaries is doobtless true, but
ie3
Tue first piano to enter Cleveland, Ohio, it is said
Tax musical obituary list of 1994 includes among
‘defended by Mr. Cummings, of London, who

Berlioz's ‘{ Fauat,!’ Massonet’s Eve,’

+

It was built in 1781, the first concert taking place

ler, and the then well-known musician, Johann Adam

Some among us who sigh for the “ good old times”?

Now York City with great success,

will visit us again and remain until June, giving recitals

kind,

in November of that year, and its erection was due to
the then duke of Weimar, the then Bargomaster Mul-

and Jordan's

was a Chickering, made by Jonas Chickering, the father
of American pianoforte making. It was sent to a friend
and is much prized by the owner.
~
Miss Cuan.orra W. Hawes of Boston, has been cresting reform in musical bells. A-society called Old
Colony Guild of Bell Ringers, composed of akilled bell
ringers of Eogliah cathedrals, now peal the old Christ
Lburch of Boston.
.
“

Aw American composer, Brano Osear Klein, will
produce an opera for the first time at the Hamburg
Stadt Theatre, in February. The opera ig, éfititled
“Kenilworth,” and the leading réle of Ary
« will be sung by Mme. Klafsky, of WagnerianRobsart
fame.
The story follows Seott’s novel of that name; libretto
by Wm, Mueller, of New York.
‘A
~

others, Rubinstein, Bulow, Helmholtz, Hellmesberger,”
Alboni, Chabrier, Czibulke, Johanna Jachmann-Wagner,

Hayda Parry, Spitta, ond Godard.

;

that:it was done openly, and was a custom of the

riod. In short, the things were quotations,ofwhich

Baadel never: made any aecret, and it is pointed out

that if any blame at that period attached to Hiindel, he

A ootizottén of 8,476 operaa was recently presented
to tha Academia di Santa Cecilia at Rome; the col-

lection goes back to the beginhings of atage music.

claims

The

Academis has dlso received ffom the Italian Government
1,600 rare musical books and manuscripts found in sup-

would most certainly have been denounced by his arch-

enemies, Pepusch, Dr. Greene, Mattheson, and others,

Tx recently discoveréd-Chopim noctuime was written,

in Paris on a small sheet of music-paper, soon after the\_

produotion of the concerto in France, when the compees was about 21 years old. He sent‘it in a letter to

ia sister Louise, at Warsaw. It was thought to be
Quite
lately,
however, it was found to have escaped destragis about to be published by Senff, in Leipsio. It is an tion; and an eminent Russian composer aud pianiat to
pressed conventex,

ae

Tux last complete composition of Auton Rubinstein

orchestral suite in five parts, and was to have been con-

destroyed in the-sacking of Warsaw in 1863.

whom it was-shown at once recognized the written notes

and thé musical atyle as Chopin’s own—eo much ao that
ducted at St. Petersburg by the composer on December he
played the piece in public at tho festival held last
10. Th8 London Philharmonic Society has accepted autumn
at or near Warsaw, in honor of the uncovering
it for performance at one of its spring concerts.
of the national monument to Chopin.

‘
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Now, what is thie instrument, the
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‘The increasing atrain on the frame
forced the maker to
heavier and heavier

DEAN,-

Ow the morning of May 9,,1876, &
stone waa placed in
the cloisters of Santa Croce, in Floren
ce, bearing this
inscriptio;—
n
‘To Bartolomeo Cristofori, the invento
r of the piano-

forte,”

a

‘

on of which
is credited to this seventeenth centaryinventi
Florentine?

=

rm, whilst every player on uta, oboe, clarinet,
woods, until iron took the place of “perfo
bassoon, horn; violin or violonthe
the heaviest,
is intimately. ao.
Quainted with the interior of his cello
And right here, note the development
instrument.
of pianoforte

And, this ignorance is: more wides
pread than we im:,
agine. You say you pfefer a Stein
way, aLhiokering, a
We all remember the diferentes
of Smith, s Jones,
what-y
ou-wil
l. You complain that
the two. schools of Clementi
and this actiongis

music and compars it with the mecha
nical growth of the

instrument itself.
opinion ‘between

too heavy,
Mozart, and how, atter the meeting of the
diametrically this instrument is too that too light; that the tone of
opposed players, Mozart speaks of Cleme
brilliant, that of the other too sibnti as ‘‘a mere dued, too mufit
ed ;
mecha
nician,”’

¢

.

And perhaps he was wiser than he though
It is butabox of metal strings,
t. Clementi
one of which is, was the father of
pianoforte playing, and are not
“Go tightly screwed into ite metal each
all
clamps as to” render

but do you know why? Would you
know what to do to clarify or subdu
e the tone of your *
Piano? Do you know

affything about the mechanism of
Your stringed friénd, in whagp
Piano performers of the present,day mechanicians
societylyou pass the ma~
at
of your working hours, and ‘to whom
It is fur- bést, as players upon
the most perfect mechanical musi. Jority
nished with a set of keys that play npon these atrings
you devote
the major part of your life?
in cal instrament should be.
* the -most arbitrary, mechanical, unmusicianly,
=
oh
op
Ob,
Mather
you
,
teache
rs!
Clement
You
lived
profes
in
and through 8 wonderful epoch in
‘Tt was long’ ago found impossible
to retaifi the ingtru- the life of
style; you instractors of methods;sorsyouof technic, of
the pianoforte. At his birth Hiindel'
ment among the others of the orches
pounders’
was still keys! I beg of you
tra, and: it was playing upon his
pausein your worl lift your fingerof
Schudi
Harpsichord, Daring his life from
banished as unfit to associate with cthem.
s:
It is, then, Mozart, Beethoven,
your ivory messengers, open your
Cramer
8n ostracised solo instrament, having
box
, von ‘Weber, Kalkbrenner, and bow your
of strings,
nothing in com. Czerny, Mosche
head to the inner mechanism that
les,
mon with its brother sound produc
Mendel
ssofin
, Chopin, Pleyel, Liezt, 3 possible for you
makes
ers, It is a mechan- Thalberg,
to reproduce the
Kullak,
impossible any variation of ite one
set tone.

igal toy, soulless, unmusical, alas, too
often but a bit of
sounding brass, a tinkling cymbal.

And yet, upon this box of metal strings
, this soulless
mechanical toy, has been expended more
thought and

more money than upon any other instru
ment the

world
has ever acknowledged. Composers
have penned more
notes

for it than for the bulk of all the orchestral inatrn.

manipulation of these fixed cold keys,

grace

of
power of Beethoven, the intFicacies
of Liazt,

Pra

Botore his death the old Bach touch
had become

obsolete.

ments, and it possesses to-day a literat
ure unrivalled in
any

other branch of musical composition.

Clara Schumann, Reinecke, Gottschalk, Rubinstein and von Bulow had
come into the
world, each to add his or her mite toward
the perfection
of expression, of technic, of niechan
ical akill in the

Chopin, the

MUSIOAL MIOAWBERS.
BY N. D, HAWKINS.

The gentle whispering to the keys, so

tommon, with\Mozartian players, had been
drowned in the

Every branch of musical work
echo of the fiercer, more virile stroke, necess
itated by Persons imbued with the Micaw has among its ranka
ber spirit. Perhaps
the Beethoven music, and‘ virtuosity became
the raling more

During the past year there were made
then any other ob-Dickeng’ charactera we
in the State of passion of the hour.
regard
New York thonsands of pianos,
fi
Micawber with contemptuous
_
To-day there are
amusement, and yet we
From a piano arrangement one may obtain an
nearly one hundred firms of piano
egcel- recognize his characteristics in far
makers in New lent outline
too many musicians,
sketef of any musical composition. Bat it among studen
York city and Philadelphia. The
estimated amount of is but
ts, teachers and Writers.
an etching of the beautifully colored
capital tied up in the piano enterp
painting. - Among studentsit ig proba
rise in America is The tones
bly most, protfiont. They
of the instrament are clear, cold,
$20,008,000.
}
. are always going to have time to
Tn them is no warmth, no color, and just becausprecise
work. Next week or
Now, to what do you attribute the
e they, month they will not have so much
wonderfal popu- have no warmth
visiting or dress-mak, or color, they make of the‘instrument
larity of this instrument? This
ing to attend to, and they ‘are going
pet of musicians, this somethi
to settle down and
ng unlike anything
business

man's toy, that has consumed the thought and

lined the pockets of the many intere
sted?

I tel you it is nothing but the mechanical
perfection
oftheinstrament
for
, which all makers are strivi

ng, and
which all performers are demanding
in their instrumenta.
For the pisno is, first, last and
all the time, a mechanical

instrument; with the developient of its mecha
niem is
to be found the growth and

development of our art from
+ He very beginnings; without this
mechanical growth, our
piano

forte literature and pianoforte virtuosity
would

have been impossible; and, in
the history

of our perfected piano of to-day is written
the history of the instrumental music of the world.
a

in Heaven or upon Earth.

The pianoforte is not 8°copy, it is original
.

soul. Itis mechanical,
it naturally lends itself

80, for all these years, i

It has no

And becazse it is mechanical,
tgfmechanical treatment. And,

ders have tried

every ¥xPegient to make it more and more perfect mechani
cally.

Its tone has been made more brilliant, more
Jasting,
clearer, louder. Every ingenious “shift that
could be

practice. and study “hard pnough to
keep on resolving instead of doing, make up, but they

Too many teachers are ‘going
to’ have a brilliant
fature for themselves and studen
ts; they indend to have
an ensem

ble class for the advanced students
and atudy
the grand work of our great master
s,
They realize how, much benefit would

derived from
and it would be a pleasant and instrabe
imagined has been utilized to increase the ease of pro- it,
ctive feature of
recital
work.
But this week they
ducing these tones. We no longer have the two
extra work and
rows of next week it is really impracticable have
keys used
to comme

by Hiindel, for in our one row we have
more

nce, then
one of the best students is ill, and
soit goes, and Micawber-li
ke
they
begin over again (with the plans
stops, and have substituted atitomatic dampers. The
).
They decide to organize a Musical
centuries bave not been wasted, for we have
Society in the town,
under
and think, and think, how grand
it would be and would
Piano lid a mechanical contrivance tha
80 elevate the thusical sentiment
of the place
overcome all obstacles, and ‘that plays f
of
the
most,
course
it
would). And their enthusiaem knows no (and
intricate, most difficult of passages,
bound ;
» but really. they have not the time
juat
Lift the lid of your piano then, and study
now
to
see
the
wonder- * people and aronse interest, and
fal mechaniam, for in its history is written this
they must send away for
the h tory bylaws and

power than in his two.

We have done, away with draw

Go back to the beginning of
all
in instromental
music and see this instrament things
hadowed. Tho
oldest musical instrument known isfores
the
Chinese Pien
King. Upon two horizontal bars
euepended sixteen
metal plates, which, when struck are
with
a
hamme
r, gave
Cut the notes of the Chinese
Here is the first of instrumental music,
suggestions anyway and——well it amothers
Piano. The ancient daleimer, ecale,
the oldest known instru- and dies in the
was
an.
bpen
fertile brain,
box of ment to the newest, mostFrompromin
strings, which, whéa struck with a hamme
ent, most perfectly
And oh the many helpfal suggestions
r, gave the fitted with mechanical
notes of the scale. The Pealtery is a dulci
written (in
machinery ;—from the Chinese thought) which
mer
would be ‘such-a timely help to
playe
d Pien King-and be one Pealtery and
with a plectram instead of a hammer,
some
dulcimer to the timid learner or perplexed
Man's
ingen
uity
teacher; articles, the editor
19th century grand piano is but one contin
Soon constructed a mechanical device
ued develop- of Tap Erope would be rejoic
for
pluck
ing
the
ed to gee.
ment of mechanical ingenuity,
strings. Fasteningaquill in one
3
, And they go stirring around in
Since the revival ot instrumental music
some brain—bat ‘ Miand adjusting the stick on a lever, orendkey,of a long stick
in 1600, the cawber:”” isgoing to write them
he
foreed
the
and cause his name to be
string to soundbypushing the key up
piano has ever held ‘a Prominent place in the use of ;
or
down,
it
he
canno
And
t
take
time now, even to jot down
this is the spinet. Another inventor attac
instruments and in the literature of instramental magic, « héoutl
hed to the end on
account of the ingenuity displayed in ite inner” ile ine' that would take Perhaps five minutes, and
of this horizontal key-stick an uprig
ht
piece
Waiting
of
for
metal
the
,
next
students ho reade the daily
mechanism. It has seconded every though
which pushed up against. the
string and caused it to
er8or-curle
hismustache. Hoe is goingto write it
out and made possible every attempt at t and borne
Vibrate.” And this was the clavic
progress in the 800n, andlo! when he has
hord.
A
still
more
the ink uncorked and pen ie
resonant tone was demandedand
ure of the instrament, The growth
, a little hammer was literat
of piano hand the ides refuses to shape
itself again and a goo
literature frour the days of the Fantasias
made and put in place of the
of
Scharla
metal
tti,
tange
thong
Jost.
is
nt
ht
of
the
Couperin,.aud Sebastian Back'to the pleasing melodi
clavichord, and here was the ombryo piano.
es
Away
with
you
Micaw
ber,
and let these people do in
of Haydn and Mozart, from Clemen
Eyerything thas far has
ti’s
aroused the present what they are “goin
g to @agaon,"" and the a|
Now note the farther process. been purely mechanical. interest to Czeriy’s “ School‘of Velocity,”freshly
from
Field's
musica
l
world
will
be
advan
‘* Nogturnes”! to Beethoven’s Sgnatas
ced
all
When the first piano maker used his
alengthetine, a an
,
from
the roman2|
fouid it impodsible to keep his strin hammer keys, he ticism of a von Weber to the clear-cut tones
\
of
Thalbe
gs
in
rg,
place
with
the
from
strong pounding they were getting, witho
the perfection of Chopin’s work to‘the versati
Musica
l
art
lity
ut
recogn
maki
izes
ng
two
an
kinds
of
of
misio—
Liszt,
additional support for’ them, and final
artistio
power of Rubinstein and’ the in. ‘musie, the production of the
lystrengthening tellectualitythe oftitanic
artist, and national music,
the strings themselves, “His frame
Paderoweky,<thia growth;<I say,
was strengthened by boon posbibl
has the production of the people. If we liken music to
additional pieces of heavy wood under
e
flow,
only
becausd of the growth of the mechani. ers'the former would be the
the sounding cal part of the piano.
cultivatedthe
, latter (He
board, wherein were fastened
* wild fowers.—Christiani,
be
the pegs for the strings,
Herr Ernst Pauer, in a recent essay, deplor
which from catgut have been
d into wire,-and the, ‘ignorance
Work alone praises or condemns ite masters, and I
single'wire has been doublet jurne
of too many of the present pianietaesin the
trebled and quadrupled. gard
re. therefore measure every one by that atanda
to the construction
of
the instrument on which they

a”

Sebastian Bach.

rd.—Johann
:

THE
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A SHORT GLOSSARY OF MUSIOAL TERMS
ot
(UP TO.DATE).

Chamber ‘Music.—Three or four stringed or wind instramenta (or both) played simultaneously by the-same-

BY A DISCONTENTED MUSICIAN,

their seats for at least three-quarters of an hour, Qc

“

number of performers ;who are not permitted to leave

|

casional breathing time is allowed t6 these performers
- who, however, must not take it all at the same time, ,

Melody:—An obsolete’ term.
* Harmony.—That sentiment which exists between two
prime donne in the same theatre.

Song.—A short, mediogre poem, divided into ‘two or

three verses, having, usually, as its

=

jianist,. Mendelsohn’s
case’iscommonly instanced-in

this. respect, but Mendelssohn

nevertheless was-not

a

great organ virtuoso, and while his piano playing was

delightfully musical, clean cut, and sympathetic? he déea,
not rank among thé great pianists. Chopin is an excep-

tion, but he does not prove tha rule. He. virtually abandoned piano playing/for composition: The same may

be said of Beethoven. We know that to play the viola
cence of an elderly relative or the prematuie decease
part in a quartet, then dash off a Liszt “polonaise on the
a youthful one, and set ¢o more or less inappropriateof Piano,
and afterward sing a Schumann song is very fasciexcept, on rare occasions, to finish a piece or movement music for a single voice, with an accompaniment for the
nating,
but this versatility is dearly earned.
with.
pianoforte, consisting of chords for the first ane or two
Ask
a great violinist like César Thomson, nian whose
Diminished Seventh.—A chord which is used to modu- verses, and triplots for the last, It should
not be written technic is marvelous, and.he will answer ayon
that he
Inte from one key into any other when no easier way can in any key with more than three sharps and flats,
despairs of ever reaching his ideals. Speak to Rafael
be thought of.
Part Song —A short, piece of vocal’ music in several Joselfy, and
*
fh
you will'discover that he. studies with the
Scale.—A youthful progression of notes; the sound of parts (usually without accompaniment), which begina
in Feverence of a neophyte, 'His goal still seemevana
ftainwhich is but slightly diminished by the interposition of one key and ends‘half-a-tone or more lower.
able.
And
thése men: are acknowledged masters of
a thin brick wall or partition. A major scale ascends to
Glee.—Whén the words of the poem consist of very fow their
craft.
And
so it is and so it ever will be. We
the octave and down again, triumphantly; as if it were Yines, not sufficient for an ordinary Part-Song, these
aro dilly-dally too much, we lay waste our time and opporproud of the feat; @ minor scale, on the contrary, starts repeated many times over in the musical setting, in
tanities, we do not concentrate enough, and so
wur culconceitedly, but returns with ‘‘its tail between its lege,” order to make the Piece of the necessary length.
This” tare, musical and otherwise, is half hearted and shallow.
tmoetaphorically speaking, as if it had made
afailare— constitutes the difference between a glee and a part Better play one instrument well than
haif dozen indiffersomewhgt after the fashion of an artist whose opinion of song.
:
ently. The usual excuse made by amateurs

Common Chord.~This chord has obtained the reputa-

theme the reminis-

tion of being so common that composers usually avoid it,

himself and tbat entertained of him by the audience
‘differ. N.B.—Chromatic scales also exist, but they

are usually employed only. to protray thunderstormaiandy

Intercal.—Tho most enjoyable. part of any musica
:
entertainment,
e

rough sea voyages,

Consecutive Fifths.—An artifice used by composers to

show their indifference to the rules of grammar, and to
annoy critics and Mus, Docs.
2

Counterpoint.Two or more themes forcibly made

to go together whether they desire it or not.

(Two

Hodulation.—The artdfbeginning a piece in one key,

‘
We have ever espoused the cause of culture. “Time

become one requires an absorption, a devotion, ah in-

necessity of wide reading, of knowledge which does not

pertain to the art of music, of the value of foreign tongues,

music dramas,

But while culture broadens there is thia

much to be said on the other side of
the question.

F

amateur ends there ia a wide gulf. There is little danger of any one unconsciously drifting into virtnosity. To

OONOENTRATE!

of the mastery of business detail, and of the advantages
Rhythm.—A number of atcents ‘(the stronger the to be gained by acquaintance
with the masterpieces of
better) placed intentionally on the
unaccented parts of painting, poetry, and sculptare. The drama, too, should
the bar, so that no one-knows where the bar begins or not be neglected,-since it is parent
to that modern form
ends. This can be done in many very ingenious ways.
which Richard Wagner so marvelously developed in his
dexterously going through all the keys of the scale, and
returning to the key one atarted in without its being

to become "professionals.

Between the point at which the artist begins and the ©

%&

and time again we have urged upon our readers the

barrel organa playing different tunes in the same street

are a good example of counterpoint.)

‘OONOENTRATE!

who trifle.
with the piano, violin; or fate is that they do not intend

Mere

tensity of temperament, and a-capacity for severe labor

that is seldom encountered,

Concentration we then

urge upon onr readers‘and the avoidance of diffuseness.~
Stick to the inetrament you have elected asyour own“

snd master its intricacies.

become narrow by so doing.

Do not fear that you will

Plenty of reading and ac-

quaintance with cultared people will soon remedy that,
A man’s company.proclaims his habits of mind. Natarally a violinist should-know

the viola, but that is no

reason why he need waste time on the ‘cello.

Concen-

knowledge for knowledge’s sake may prove a bar to

trate, concentrate, and again concentrate !—Musical Courier.
es

make the mistake of experimenting recklessly with more

tended his lectares—a young woman from some remoté

The man;who plays two or three instruments in a

attention by her extreme devotion toKer work, her regu:
Jarity—in fact, by all that goes to make a pupil solid
with the faculty. Moreover, she was beautiful as the

perceived. If a piece remaing-Toig enough in #by one concentration.” Ditoaies of learning—in
a word, the
i
key for the listener to be able to get firm hold in his shallow memorizing of a Yew
‘goneralities—is not suffimind of this key before it escapes into another, the cient, and if
ians are as’a rale too prone to confinVauvr or rae Lrrruz Worp Yrs.—A professor ina
modulation is not a good one,
a
.
ing themselves %othefrown special art, they very often certain masio college once told me of a pupil who atTremolo.—An

orchestral device used mostly as ad

accompaniment when no other resource is conyeniently

athand. It is capable of expressing almost all natural
or supernatural. ideas, such as angels, lovers, villains,
etc., according to whether it is played in the high treble,

ths middle register, or the bass respectively. When used
by the human voice it is generally expressive of fear—

‘

or of inability to sing differently.

F or forte.—Aa loud as possible,
Pp or piano.—Perhaps not quite so loud as the above,

(The difference is perceptible only to well-trained ears.)

than one branch ofit.

m

:

mediocre manuer is becoming alarmingly in.
Concerts are even given at which
ai perforn
piano, sings, and afterward gives

little knowledge on a half dozen ihetr
Far better the specialia

gerous thing.

himself intensely
the ‘cello, He
granted, to make
sweet satisfaction

¢vidence.
lays the

A. day, with large and statuesque beauty, as of a strong,
dan. fall nature, serene, calm and-undisturbed. But alas! “—

devotes

to the organ, the piano, the violin, or
is sure, ambition and talent being
for himself a name and also enjoy the
of having mastered his task. In his

Crescendo.— Quicker.
£
Diminuendo.—Slower.
finely discriminating study of French writers of prose
Allegro.—In Italian, as fast as possible; in German,
and verse, Hénry James speaks of the necessity of the
moderately ;in English, without any hurry,
artist to masterthis intellectual instrument and then
* Andante,—In Italian, slightly slower than. Allegro ; playing it to perfection.
, It is not given to all of ua—this
in German, quietly and tenderly; in English, very slowly faculty of
intense application, this patience which knows

and gravely, dragging the time.

no limit, no bounds. But we do know thatthe person.

Composition.—The art of absorbing the musical idgas
who atteftipts the playing of more than one instrument.

of others and reproducing them in such a way that they
usually falle between two stools. It is a marked charac:
shall be sufficiently unrecognizable to one’s self and
teristic of the American temperament—this grasping at
scarcely, 18850 to the listener,
: fiany bougha in the anxiety to bring all the cherries
éanist,—Auy one who plays the pianoforte and comes down.’ A wise fate has, however,
set limitations to our

from s‘foreiga country.

‘

Singer.—A

:

person

who

A place like Seattle or Los Angeles, who attracted his

5

5

possesses

ambitions, and so. 90

& more’

or less instraments.

sgreeable voice, and has a répertoire of at least three

ballads, which he ean sing to hia own satisfaction.

Opera.—A highly sensational, immoral play,.set to

quite unnecessary music,
is
Symphony.—An orchestral work in as many move-

has yet been great on two

8

ine we

Hearsay evidence as to this is not conclusive. Even
® man may hot play the virtuoso
and be a great oomposer.: Every pianist-and-violinist who has turned to

composition has of necessity abandoned concert playing.
The grasp over sheer technical material requires the

when-examinstion came and papers were handed in hers
a8 found to be simply impossible. It was evident that’ _

behind that Juno-like brow there were no braing.

In

fact, such @ paper waa never seen before ;even the spell-

ing was ludicrous, while grammarand music were equally
injured and outraged in every line.

Tears could not

move my stern friend, and his report was ‘not passed.”
But it was intimated to him that there were reasons .
why it was absolutely essential that the pupil shold

graduate, while her knowledge might be acquired afterward. “Ac cordingly she applied for a re-examination,
and
jestiong,were then someting testis Fa
phohy the highest form

on?

éf purely musical

42° Was not Berlioz remarkable for his

mastery of ingenious orchestral effects? 8. Is not Bach
called
thefather of modern music?

‘And to my aston-

‘ext and gratification,” said-the professor gravely,

#49 every ond,ofthese puzzling questions she answered

with great perspicecity, * , and psased
triumphantly
average mark in my clpes, 100 per cent,""—Hzchange.

-

i %

ments as possible, displaying plonty.of learning and study of a lifetime. How then can men and women
If we look éround in modern music we will find that
more dulness. (N.'B.—Symphonies are seldom pub- fritter away ‘their time by playing the piano a little, “we havea terrible déal of mind and astonishingly few
lished. )
:
E
fooling with the violin, or dipping into singing? Every ideas.—Amibros..
“Concerto.—An orchestral work with an accompanifancies that he can play the organ, and there are
Although woman has never made an epoch in musical
ment forthapianoforte, which instrament endeavors at pianist
few organists who do not. assert that piano playing is a* art, if’must be said that shovhas done a very important
various
ties tomake-itself
heard above the orchestra,

but failing in these gttemptszgives up, and leaves the

latter to’play by itself.

--—

comparatively easy art to overcome,

As a matter of

work in.its development.

Thongh she has never beena

fact, the geniuses of the two instruments most widely great composer, she has eurely been great in the inter-

differ, and no great- organist has ever been a great pretation of art-worke.—Anon.
4
-

.
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NEW PUBLIOATIONS,
—

THE MUSICIAN'S LEISURE HOUR,
Kosrwap. Published by C. W. Modiz By J. H
We are all: acquainted with
, the patron who sonds his °
IN COLOR. By:Tao. Prussez,
0m, Buffalo; child.
N. Y.
fo us with some antediluvian instru
Philadelphia,
ctor, and insists
:
* thet music has not progressed
This little volume is a collection of
But Mr. Boekelmann deserves gPeat
beyond that’ book since
clippings from sway back
e and most newspapers and musical
inthe
hearty thanks {or his labors in inventingPraiz
past,
jqurnals, They
arewell chosen ancestor, whose Progr when it was purchased ‘for Some
and perfecting for leisure hours,
® method of printing music with
ess startled
family, When wo
noted of different colora order,
{nditimpossible to dislodge the the
and shapes (types) by which highl
affection for that ven.
y
compl
ex
contra. member
erable volume, we auggest puttin
puntal passages may be apalyzed by
g it away carefully, for
The * future use, and
present the. papil with 8 modern wer!
norant of the laws governing atrict
tough with the musical
a
One modern method mastered will-f
and this volume is simplyareflection of ourlife of our
devices of fugal construction—and o
orever prevent the
activity. Pupil from desiring
that have dominated the best writer
to
resurr
ect
that old instructor, and
¢
s from Palestrina
usuall
BACH

FUGUES

y silences dictation from his
home. No teacher
can permit the course of siudy
to be dictated by pupilor
To-su
cceed
in
desire to sid students throughont Europ
placin
Ewer
g
in
&
Co.
your
Their Targe list of such publipanil’s hands
e and America, cations
the better class of studies, and
‘Agencies are established at Ansterdam,
is being constantly-enriched by
yet avoid ofAbing opinmany new and ionated Patrons,
.Mosc
ow,
excellent compositions, Among the
requires tact and often generosity,
‘Milan, Paris, London aud Oopenhagen
anthems the follow- whatever the'ep
But
for the ale of ing will be found useful
st, we must Prove that we
these aids tothe study offagal
: The Lord is Loving unto with
are in touch
formations. Hight fagues, Eve
the great wide-awake world and
lan,” by A. Wellesley Batson;
forming 8 second series, are now.
intend
to remain
“The Whole 80,
put forth, which are, Ea
7
at_ Rest,” by J. Varley Roberts;
dike those in the first, selected from
*
“0, JerusaBach's: forty-eight lem,
We should not condemn a work simply
preldes and fugues, Each is accompanie
Look about Thee,” by.E, W. Naylo
becan
se it is
r; “ Bye hath old, or becau
with a brief not seen,”
se it is new, but ‘Prove all
explanation of the fugue form in English, d Germa
by Myles B, Foster; and a fine
things and
chorus, hold fast that which
n and “Thou wilt keep
French. A harmonic acheme or abstract of
is good." While we welcome
Him in Perfect Peace,’
all
the under: Amies, ‘Jesus
the good’ works: foreign nation
lying chords, which act as eo many movin
,
s
Pricel
may
ess
send
Trea
ug, atill if we
surealso
" by J. Varley
g centers of Roberts, is an
gravity, is given to show that the struct
anthe
School
m
for
boys
of
music
and
, it.is
chorus
ure has coherence,
time that American children were
effective.
ete,
“The Lord shalilbe Thy Confidence
o
made.acquainted with
aleo well considered explanatory
ee”? ig the excellént systems
of their own country, and their
hover the firet.subject appears it ie printere-d another fine anthem by the same writer,
hope and pride directed toward
Especial attention is called to their
in one tuilérm color; say red; the
the uplifting of een
fine collection of
counter subject uniPart-eongs and-school songs,
formly in green,.and go on,
=
M. K. B,
These,
many of our
=
si
o
o
readers, will find very welcome in their
The difficulties to be overcome in prepar
concerts. Those
ing @ separate named
plate for each color (and engrav
below are bright, interesting and within
ing all the plates 80 acthe reach
of the averag
curately
down toour times.

He also deserves

amore substantial
return for expenditures, evidently made
with a sincere

that when all are separately passed
throug

h the
Press, Hone of the notes overla
appear partly on lines
‘and partly in spaces, etc.) were p so,or great
the most indomitable will would have that nothing but
persisted tnylthe
desired end was gained. ,
. Tfonly as a curiosity readers may
comparatively simple fugue in C minorwish to order the
(vol. 1; No.
or the more complex one in C sharp
minor (rst series)
in
the
same
volume, which is in five parts,
Ae
D.ficulties have not only been overco
me, but the COPY
- is really beautifelly executed,
perfectly clear to decipher,
and is refréshing

.

to the eye from its variegated tints.

-

—It is hard to make a selection
of a few part-songa,

anthems, ete., for Special mention
from the many issued
by Novello,

e chorus. ‘Their use in the variou

s concerts
of the, season’s work will do much
add effectivencas
snd enjoyment, as well’as proving a toprofiFor female voices, "So the World goes able study,
round,’ trio

by Marie Warmawho, by the way, is
gainin

+ OS
For every day in the Year is given
the birth or death
@ musical quotation,—the
selections of the latter form
the vital part of the booklet, They are similar to what
Tug-Ervpe has been
printing under ' Wisdom of
Many” and “ Hints and
Helps.” Of iff/kind thie book
is the best we have seen.

WASTED EFFORT,

Sraencra is essential to successful
labor. Wildly
beating the. air in undirected effort
greatest weakness. We smile at theis the element of ». ee

g » reputa- chickens in
antics of two
tion as a composer of larger forma; ‘'
their fight in the farm
jight,t" for four voices, by F: Iliffo, are Softly the Moon- utes they wear themselves out and yard. Ina few minlast mentioned is also apranged for mixedvery good. The not we mach like them? Do.we not gouseoff to reat, Are
voices, Others in ‘usele
Us
for mixed voices are, '* Stay, sweet
ss effort? Then, how often we rachourofstrength
by George gymnasiu
to the
Garretts “The Hag,” by B, Liard Day,"
mor
to
the
drug
atore in the vain hope of reSelby; Who is gaining
Sylvia?” by Edward
German,
For the youger folks,

our atrength.
in either place

trio by Alfred Moffatt

, and a unigon song,.“ The Cot
tage," by Schumann, will add
much pleasure to their
work,
ewe

x,

te

The eame firm have issued
a cantata, ‘Christmas
Scénes,”’ for female voices, by
Fred.
H.
wen, and a

children’s operetta, “ Pepin,
the Pip

milton

Clarke, which are available for schoal
Taree new works
a,
.
d by Rdgar 8, Werner,
8
ete
108 _They havo algo isoued
Bast 16h Suet Re publishe
hae edna
2 Henschell’s‘
Vo
ee EOE
ae Mater, thécst perfor¢ maiiee
of which was recently
DETCTIVE SPEECH
given in England.

BND

DEAFNESS. By Lu. #7 Pith three
compositions for organ, Solema
This is valuable and practical treatise
upon speech March” for chorus and
by an expert teacher of articulation todeaf'mutes,
orchestra, “ Aspiration,” and a
‘The ‘Grand Chorus,”
book

aims to show
each
should bo in the
faent speech may
{077 of alone pedors whoof which
wraanderstood by that
are organiats aswell asreperall who sulfer from thebe obtained
pion
different
i: Comprise Wvaluable list
Phases of deafness acd the different degrees
of composition moet
of impertect £@06rAl uso.
utterance. It teaches how
defects in speech maybe
fared, peculiarities of
removed, how heating
mop
be developed in deaf voice
and how they mey te CONSERVATIVE VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL,
taught articulation andchildren,
lip-reading. All teachere win
be interested in the book,

New strength is not to be found

remain still.

Think strength, desire strength,
command

strength! It is yours,

It belongs to you,

It is all~
sround you, It will take possession
of you if you permit
it, What say you? That it will not
come-dt your bidding? Are you sure? Have you
cleared the mind of
the cobwebs—the two different thing
s per second which
can come

into it? Have you?
ave, don't
‘tive up the test: ConcentrateUntilthe you’h
thought upon
strength, if that is what you want,
and it will come, Every thoughtfal person has had an
occasional sad
thought over his apparent impot
ence. No one need
use leas than his normal strength
and sotivity.— Pocalist, .
»

THE SEOOND PRIZE COMPETITION,
To Cowrarsvrors

or Tar Ervpe:—Tar Ervpe offers
‘$50.00 in‘prizes for original article
s to those who have

ready contributed to ita columns. (The followinare
g
conditions :—
Si
1
ROBERT H. HATCH'S RECITALS, Price
at—The
first
prize
will
be
$30 00; the second $20 00,
90 cents,” Z8® Diteoter kindly.a) owed us through the buildings, “-2d—Tho competition. is open
Every
in’
to thoes wha. have
the parlor our conversation already
“Public recitpiece
ation. thie
‘They all have been testod, andi maaetttFe :
contributed
articles
aa
well as thore who have
chon mids of NTi H
¢
ae oe not.”
8d—One or more articlos can ‘bo sent.jn by the same
be found elewh A Th De ein Botts
ct Tete
writer, but all.must be
We inqui
aes
but especially
devoted to the instruction of deaf-mates, those who are
7

'

+,

. It is within ourselves all
Autumn,” a two-part song by
the time.
Constance Anderson;
Morning” and Evening,” Stop the expenditure and permit recup
Musical Courier,
eration through
two
conce
two-pa
ntrat
rt
ion,
souge.
Don’t
by
H.
GOtie down, Don't take a nap,
A. Campbell; “A Promise
THE MUSICIAN'S YEAR BOOK.’
Compiled by of Spring,” by een
Mahcaser Retatzen, K.P. Durrow &'Co.,
Smith; Too Many Cooks,” Stop right where you are and bring the thought down to
Now (very bright) by thegM6 compo
one
thing
,
strén
gth,
York, N. Y,
For the moment allow the body
ser; “A Sea Lullaby,”
to

of some noted musician,also

:

-

Patron,

sndsrdi mre
nineeoThetacbo k ieais t mateo wurst
eeere.
Fel printed on good Mathews systeme?”
Paper, with portr

.

PANTOMIMES

ait of the compiler on thacover.
OR WOR

Tucker Mauiut,

"©
4

DLESS POEMS,

Price $1.26.

By Many

1: je # work that every reciter, elocationist, ctor,
Ta eae cite havin
g to do-with school or public enteror.
Habiments should bare.
only is it a book
rrergeionals, bat alzo forNot
every cultared person.for Iuauchis
an addrament to aby cente
r-table.

replied the Direotor, « we
do not experiment with"No,ofr pupil
s, we only use works
”which have been Tried
and proven valuable and aafe.”

3

in line with tha work of

Tae
Erone, on subjects relating to“teaching,
or atimulati Tr

to students,

*

‘be accepted,

No biographical or historical matter
will

.

4th—Tho length of the article

should not be overa
right, but if atritly ‘page
uf the journal—about 1500 words,
adhtnen such @ course wouldseemhlock
rogress, ‘Tho 5th—Co
mpetition will close April 10th. The prize
new morko eit Fepresent the general all-p
om and ex. Essay will appear in the May issue,
parloncaeegne® best masters cannot bewisd
;
d experi. There is ‘no
imate ee eet is to advance,torefusealle
on to using anom de plume; the
e them ie to correct name oanobjecti
be placed in an‘envolope and only bé

~
7

ooo

red, ‘Have you everexaimined the Mason
‘and

Opened in case of receiving a reply.

a
{

4
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Setemarsci
ent

THE
MUSIO STUDY ABROAD,AS VIEWED
‘
FORMER LEIPZIG STUDENT.

BY A

To an American entering Germany for the first
time,

heen accustomed to at home, that he ia ‘interested and

WHY THAT FAILURE?

Keepa
* Journal in which you may jot down all yourthoughts
and

the impression he receives is 8 very favorable one,
Everything
about him is so different from what Ke
has

ETUDE.

people and learn all outside of music
youcan,

impressions.

If capable, write articles for newspapers

and magazines at home.

well as music,

Then

In fact, cultivate brains ‘as

when you return’ home, -don’t

bring German manuers-with you, don’t wear long

+

BY CHARLES W. LANDON.

a

Tar pupihad
l better talent thin the average;
he took
lessons

sincehewas seven years old, and of gooj/teuch.

hair, ers. His piano waa one
and don’t be continually saying, '*
of the best, and -hif’ parents
When I was in Gerseoured his room, and settled down to work, the novelty many,’’ etc., but be a wide-awake, patriotic American. Were careful to have it in good tane and order, Providence
and parents, fortune and teachers did AxceptionFor, my dear air, America is the Greate
of his situation wears off and there tomes
st country under ally
to him
well for him.. What is the cause of
the sun, and though Europe may be ahead
terrible feeling of being a stranger in a foreign land. that
his being but a
of us
as yet in poor player?
art and refinement, this country is going
Every stone ofthe arch may be perfectly
Then it is that he is destined to experience
to surpass her fitted, of
the most in the near future
the best, material and workmanshi
, and you aré one of the many who
. trying ‘time of his atay abroad. What with
p, beanifally,
are carved, yet the arch
homesick: Boing to sid
will not stand alone wi
her todo trae" ” *
ness, discouragement Concerning his studigs, and
t-its keyos
nustone!’
That boy had everyt
‘
athused.

Bat when he has reached his final destination,

merous other annoyances, he finds life anything but

enjoyable.

hing in the way

Fraxe L, Ever.

Let him conquer théie feelings and perse-

vero in his work, and, if his moral charaoter be strong

of talent
and opportunity ;the arch would“not
stand alone, the
boy could not play. The one lacked
a keystone, the
other lacked

FLOTSAM AND

JETSAM.
#
a method of. application. Who was
to blame
for his want of succes
Do you consider this & strange caption for
soon be able to enjoy a tolerable existence, though
use in a hia parents, for not s? First the boy himself ;second
I do Journdl devote
requiring him-to make somet
d to’piano teaching and sttdy? The
not believe any one with a strong love for home and
home plication is closésn
tentsand ‘opportanity, and for not helpin hing off
d pertinent, Ss you may discoverorif hi
™\. associations can ever be thoroughly happy
g him to
préfic
in Germany.
e
by
settin
g
apart
regular houre for it and éacredly
you ponder i€ a little.
The majority of students enter the Leipzig Conserva
-holding them for him and, him to
- familiar with it,
them; third,hia teachers “*
A beach strewed with’ wreckage and,
toryin October. After giving in his name and indicati
should have demanded
ng™
enough to keep’ him away from evil companions, he will

perchance, human bodiesisnot an unfamil
iar sight to
them. It is not the storms alone which throw
up flot-

the stadiea he wishes to pursue, the student
is requested

to attend a reception for all newly entered
pupils,” Here
the rules of the institution ‘are read in
German and

sam.

found upon-the shores of old ocean, .
m remained in any choir her full
‘The storms, however, are tlie cause of the
year,
most of
At this writing the daily papers are fall of reports it, What was wrong? She was dictatorial and self importof
Ant;
she
made
sarcas
tic
remark
Jose

English, @ spedch (in German) is made
by one of the
Directors
, and each pupil, as his name’ is called,
must

parade to the front of the room and shake hands
with
the
Directors,

This is merely German red tape.

of life and property,
and flotsam is being thrown

Fhe

during your entire stay at the Conservatory.

day in which all dead chall comé

After this, generally on the Sunday afternoon
follow-

ing, you receive your siundeplan, a paper naming
your

mas, and during July and August,

,

forth, We

Czerny's

Hyudes, and “Haydn's

Sonatas,

no

from her church, visiting distant friend
s, and was carefal

and more particularly in music life, all abont you which

almost amounted to

see, for it sinks into the depths,

genius, He had as good an education, both literary and
are cast upon the shores of time? Do you not
meet them musical, as money could
buy, He was a fairly good atuconstantly? And are there not more who eink
out of dent,
sight and become the jetsam of active life?
Yes, but

what have I to with this,

of his best teachers said:

:Piano

deed, unless you can perform these works to
exactly suit

your Herr Professor you need not expect
a hearing in

-your class.

that should be different from,that which other
pupil of

matter

And, in-

Your

my class had. He was at

helping to lift ap,
What is intended is to point out how this
idea of flot-

sam and jetsam, which is usually taken: to°mea
n loss

book will be closed on
before you and wreckage, may be
made’to mean
“have Gnished half o page, and you will you
be told to go ment, without the wreckin
g of th
home
and practice it. again,
3
I have seen many a pupil rise from the
piano with

Now as to how this shall be done.

teara in his eyes, and little is the consola
tion he geta
from

his fellow pupils, Well, if he be a talente
d, hardworking student he will soon get along
well enough,
Bat it is discouraging work. Pupils who
have been used
to depending on the teacher, and Practic
ing without

thinking out every little thing for themselves,
have a
hard

and develop-

Tiere

Sten?

are continu-

ally coming to you experiences, thoughts, developments

talented

enough; he is ambitions enough; but he
is in too much

of ahurry,
foundation.

He wants to build a cathedral on #hage
7

y conservatory wha,
he took lessons of me, aud aheseminar
was always in trouble Y~the breaking of-rales; ont of
his room in study

hours;
out walking when he should have been studying; wanted
to play the organ when he was due at the piano ; wanted
to.study his Latin lesson when he should have-been at

the organ, and'ao’he got into some other pupil's
way,

Stillhe got his lessons well, and stood high in atudies.”
In short, when he finally becatho a directoy big
he kept
old ways, not on time, a lack of method, making anup
fot gfeater opportunities, You desire the sphere of his
excepti
on
of
himself,
disturbi
ng
the government and
which you know just enough to make it alluring, but
order of thé school for the sake of having
of method; old things impress you with a new
force and
bring new knowledge; or perhaps your ambitio
n longs

which,ifyou knew more about, you would
be content to

let alone. yThese and many other things are
flotsam
And this seems to be the trouble with
and jotsanl,from, which lessbris of content and
the average American student abroad. He is
better

row to hoe,

was late at choir practice, and often excuse
d

herself
from staying till it was over; she
was frequently away

see much
team, bat the jeteam is far more abundant,
andthis we
do not

pupils mugt take their doses of Bach's Inventi
ons,

whether they have studied them before or not,

of the
other singers;
8he
fe
solos, seeming to claim al}: ofthe solo
honors for herself ;
she

an inferior substitute. In short, she was
Are you asking, what -has this to do with
an exyour work? ample of ‘Selfishness
defeating itself.”’
Surely there is a lesson in it, Are there not wrecks
.
in life, . That teacher had talent
that

Instruction in the Conservatory is conducted
on the
class plan,—from four to six pupila in a class,
an hour's
time being devoted to each class,
There is but one road to Mecca, and all must
tread it,
is the sum and’substance of the Leipzig method,

s about the efforts

upon the shores.. Large as is the flotsam
, how much
greater the amount that sinks, never t rise
until that

mon whose hands you shake you may never
see again

teachers and the hours of your lessons with them,
And
now, being duly entered as a pupil, the grind beging,
unbfoken save by vacations at Christmas, Easter,
Michael-

Even in days, ofcalm, drift and débris may
be

this regular Pract
hie parents, .
She had a beautiful voice, which was iceof
finely cultiv
her audience; she sang with soulful expres
sion,
yet she seldo

ated ;*
she had a pleasing presence and 8
magnetic influence
over

work would be learned if they could be interch
anged,

They come to some of us with the bitter ‘accompaniment

of adversity.

;

cae

It own way,

until his room was worth more than his presence.— Home

~

Music Journal,

. | Busivetzm arp Feuave Mostcraws.—William
Stein-

way relates that, when speaking with Rubinstein on the

progress made in musio, which is largely due to
In instituting this department we want to bring:
Probably the greatest advantage, and to many, no
about
inement and culture of our American ladies, ‘I
this interchange with no Iss to any one It.is propo:
doubt, the only advantage, of study abroad
was’ atsggered by Rubingtein’s reply. -‘ Well, friend
what you to put before you and ;«
at upon everything
hear. In Leipzig, Consetvatory pupils are isadmitt
‘Steinway,’ said he, ‘I think ladies ought never-to
ed to

the final rehearsal of the Gewandbaus Orches
tra free,
There
are twenty-two of these given each
season, and

study

we think will stimulate you, énlarge your ho:

benefit youinany way,

music qganart, Atleast they ought not to take up the
Weinvite youto send inquiries, time of teachers
who are able to teach and make true
anythin

g on
at them one has the opportunity of heating the greates ideas, experiences,-or
you desire artiata, |.And I will tell you why,’ he added.‘ There is
t light. If you have difficulties in yourwhich
work which are: no question but that there are twenty
musical ladies te
»
not
directly connected with your study or tegching and
The Academy

, Attists of the world perform.

Orchestra gives five.or six concerta each
Recitals at the Conseryatory take place
once a

‘one musical man, andamy own experience is that they
yet do much to’hinder you from reaching your ideal,
year.
send learn more quickly, have more poetry, and, in fact, are
week. Oratorjos, masses, etc., are performed by vari- them to.this department, and perhaps we ¢an help you, more diligent pupils than men. But what
is the invari' We hope to present fo you the experiences of some of ableresult
ous singing hocieties. “Aside from all these attrac
? When a young lady has become a
tions “our metropolitan teachers and give
fect
is the theater, where from three to four operas
you an insight into artist some handsome moustache
comes slong, ard sho
are per- the musical lifa of the larger musical
formed each week, and numerous other
centres,
This,
with
chooses ‘the handsome moustache in preference to‘her
concerts abound, whatever we can add
te increase its interest and useful- art.’ I negd
all of which you may attend at a very amall
hardly say that I demurred aomewhat at
cost, ness, will constitute the department of
, And
now, dear music student, let me close
this article

with a little advice.

ments of music.
”ty offers you.

Ddb’t go abroad to learn the radi-

Get, first, all. the advantages this coun-

Then, if you must go, study the German

language thoroughly ; read up German history manner
s,
and customs. ,While abroad look about you;, study
the

sesame

Flotsam and Jét- this, as I do not believe in the policy of relegating musi-

sam,

7
If you would like to see it beneficial send to it whatever has been

thrown

into your professional life that

Will be of help and interest to others.

And in return

you may be helped by the experience of others,

7

ALL, Maycurereg,

cal ladies to becoming old maids.

I then learned from

him that his favorite pupil, who was but twenty-one

yeats of age, one of the most accompliahed artists, and,

to his idea, undoubtedly the greatest living lady pianist,
had just-announced to him her engagement to a hand-

’ “some Ruasian officer.'
a

°
y
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WHAT IS OLASSIOAL MUSIO?
Drrinitions are rarely satisfactory.

%.

cy

and given entrance to a kingdom of
light and sound, .
“ mystic, wonder

LEISURE MOMENTS,

fal |”?

Our good friend

the Dictiotiary tells us a mountain
is “ground rising
above the level of the surrounding countr
y ; a high hill.”
Quite true; but those who have witnessed
the glories-of

Mont Blane wij! smile at the beggarly inadequacy of
the

Thosq who have learned to listen to'its méfea
ges can
testify~to their

Nutt:

infinite variety and auitabiljty’to every

need.

They know how tho strains of a
us sym“phony can awaken dim echoed of long-pglorio
ast Joys and
buried sorrow

Prortssor:
vaion?

Neu:

s; whispering peace to the weary,

~

Do I play with expression, Professor?’

Vat do-yon mean by that er—expres:

Why, feeling, you know?

comfort
@Proress6a: It ig trae, Mees, you do feel
to the mournér, hope and confidence to the depre
about for
7
; the keys a good deal
oud
telling
music is
of mirth and gladness to the young ssed
‘
ell-nigh impossible.
and
Franz Niecks says, “Those who have made effot
Suz (to 9 musician who has been talking in a somejoyous.
what gloomy vein): Aren't you something of a’
this direction have defined rather their own
To elevate, to refine, to leave the hearer all
capacities
pessithe better - mist?
than the capacity of the thing they intendéd
for having heard—surely, music which faithfu
25
=
to define.”
lly
fulfils.
According to’ another eminent musicia
He:
‘I
beg
pardon.
this
high
fanctiow“may.jastly-bé designated
n, classical
l,
Swe: Aren't you something of a pessimist?
musicisthat in which thoughta, beautiful in
Whence comes the subtle strength, the classica
themselyes,
capacity for He: N-not
sre also beautifully treated, A good definition to
sympath
I'ma clarinetist.
y,
which is found only in classical music? ~
.
a cer.
tain extent, but somewhat lacking, in that it renders
“So you are a pupil of Liszt ??”
Perhapa Marie Corelli is right when she makes her
the
beautiful a mere question of individual taste.
dreamy
Féraz
“Oh!
yea.”
garmide,
‘The first strain of theglorio
might doubtless be found who, atguing from thisPersons
“What Liszt?” «
propo-. ‘' Tannbiiuser" may have been played on the harps’ of
sition, would. regard classical such abominations
“ Why—why—of Mra, Abbie Liszt, of course.
heaven,
and,
rolling
sweetly
through
as
infinite
space,
may
What
“Tara ra,”
+ Daiay Bell.” iA
., have toncheditrfine far echoes the brain of the musicia
8 question |"?
se
Ne
n
“
The same musician adds that the termi is ‘also used
who
afterwa
rd
gave
it
form
Young Lavr: “We had a delightful time
and utterance. I would love
to
characterize compositions which, after lapse
at Music
of tithe, are: to-think that nothing is truly ours, but that all the mar- Hall Inst evening, Mr. Rumle
y. It was a /Meyerbeer
universally accepted as standard works, and
vele
of
poetry,
of
song,
of
night,
art, of color, of beauty, were
to diatinyou know. Are you fond of Meyerbeer
guish the period of Form; from that of Romanc
?”
only the echoes and distant impressions
e.
Mr. Domur

description,
To define classical

of that eternal
Without question, time is the surest test of
all Art.” grandeur which comes hereaffer! ”?
“
Like
great winnower, itseparates the chaff from thé
The wild, poetic fantasy of a youthful visiona
ry—the
true grain. ~The former falls into the abyss
ptosaica
lly
matter-o
f-fact,
of ignoble
will probably exclaim: Even
oblivion, while the latter remains to form
the life-giving 40; but may not the fantasy contain the germ of truth
food of fature

y (hes atingly)—“ Ye-es, but I think
I
would just as soon have Milwaukee,”
Grnuan Proresson or Musto: You must
not reach

offer dot on do drebles. .Dat vas not right. Inperexvent Amgaican Boy:
I guess I'll reach
“whore please on this piano. It’s not your piano
The sturdy oak increases yearly in strength and value, mystery of the baffling enigma—Whati
} it's
s
Classica
l
Music?
our piano,
and gradually attaids the majestic stature which none?
‘
Jaxx Looey,
can deny, The bindweed flaunting gailyonthe hedge“How do you sell your music?’ ‘asked
a prospective
row has its little hour of pomp; then fades, perishes,
a
customer.
:
ON LISTENING TO MUSIO,
and ig forgotten.
b
“It depends on what kind you want to bay,”- replie
d
~ So also with music. The great classical masterpieces
the dealer. “Organ music I sell by the
Taere are two ways of listening to music.
choir, and
remain forever in unrivaled ‘“atateliness and
Inthe one piano music by the pound,’”
grandeur, the ear
Thoudands of drawing-room ballads, comié operas,
of the listener ig constantly following after the
Pav pe Saint-Vioror, the well-known
have their brief flash of meretricions popularity, thenete., melody to the exclusiongf everything else. The uncritic, was
dragged off to listen to an infant phenome
* * exetmt omnes! Their departure is. not even* trained masses listen to mu
this way. Both ears,
non—a
nineyear-ol
d
80
pianist
to
speak,
.
‘
are on the melody, or the ‘tune,"” as they
noted, still less regretted, A manifestation of the eurviWhat do you sate of him," asked
the
lad’s
teacher
call
it;-an
,
“‘ for a
d when
val
generations.

of the fittest.

g

*

which will one day be developed into a
key to solve the

.

:

no music,

“The right only shall endure,
All things else are but false pretences.””

there is no ‘tan’

nine. year-old virtuoso?" «7
to them there is
find him half as tiresome as if he were
eighteen.”
“T peste,” said Miss Esmeralda
Longeoffin, enter-

The educated or trained listener hears with

both ears, too, but one only is kept on
the melody,
while

melodi

the on

all the other parts, and hears each

ing a music store of Austin Avenue, ‘to purch
ase «

figure thatmay be brought out beside tho “air,”” piece of music for my little
™ Ibis difficult to decide on the applicability of the term Tt algo chears
brothe
the changes that are rung in by the chords. piano.” “Here, Miss, is ‘previ r, who plays on the
classical to modern music. We live'too
sely what you want.”
In
near the great
short, the trained listener sees, With his
“Wha
t
is
the
name
eara,
of
it?” “'The Majden’s Prayer,’
the
composers of our day to judge. dispassionately of their whole musical
pictures
work.

...

The magnetiem of their Presence holda
us.

The.

spirit of the age binda us Stanging.too cloge

to the,
canvas we highly extol the brush marks, variety
of the pig-

ments used, or else shriek loudly at the
erudity of color

and lack of design, We err on the side
of extravagant
enthusiasm or ignorant cencare. When
the intervening

hand of Time shall have pushed back
the picture

He not only sees the pros~ _, for 60 conta.” “‘Galy 60 cents!

Why, he's much fue
pective, but he goes'into detail and sees the
foliagé, the “ther advanced than that, for last month he played a
lights and shades, the winding of the stream;
Piece
worth
75
cents. Haven't you something’ for
thé rocks
a
and-ledges, the roadway beside, the cart;'t
‘dollar ?””
“
7

Peasant in his ahirt sleeves, hia contente
en,
‘*Msic,”' said theeminent pianiat, as the report
Pebbles and the grass at his feet, the~ patche
er to
s ‘on his. whom he had kindly accorded
an interview ran his penpants, the indifferent poise of his straw
hat, his rustic cil rapidly ov¢F
the
paper,
‘is
beard, his rolled-up sleeves, and a hundred other
the most elevating of «
things sciences.

better light, clearer-eyed critics will give an unbiasedinto a that go
It tnoves thedeeps, of one’s nature, refines
to inake'pp the picture. This is the way to
verdict Then will the mellowed tints, softened
lise
shadows, ten tor music. Good music id a faithfal tone pictaré of the sensibilities, and enlarges the heart, It—what were
Puritytof outline, originality, and force
you about to ask?’
of conception something, and this picture
2
cy

place it forever in the front ranks of
art; or its innate
worthlessness will stamp it as irretrievably
condemned,
The contemporaries of Beethoven hurled
thejr anath-

emas at his head for his daring innovations
in the use

of diacords, which we have since learned
to love as ‘ harmonies
not understood.'”
‘Music which is classical appeals to’
both brain

heart.

and

The lighter-kinds of music excite
only the-sens

es.
The inherent dignity of classical Prevent
s it from being
thug degraded. It may be regarded
in two ways: acien-

tifically, emotionally.

Scientifically, it makes demands on
the intellect, for
@ certain degree of mental capacit
y is essential to its
comprehension,
It offers endless Opportunities of
re:
~eearch in the domaigs of harmony,
counterpoint, analy

sis, and construction,

The closest investigation fails

to
exhaust ite illimitable treasures. It ie
the University in
which every earnest musician must
graduate—the Alma
Mater who

poser. ~

directs the inspirations of the embryo com5
:

Enrotionally, it ie the mightiest

perspective but in

enjoyed.

must be seen, not only in

detail, before it can be intelligently

ak

eae

Es

“I should like to know, sir, how yow
the distin.
guished virtuoso, Prof. von Bergstein, a8regard
8 musici
‘ He is nothing, sir, but a cheap, vile imitator—a an?”
base

When you listen to music, ‘endeavor to hear it all,
counterfeit—a tenth-rate keyboard
banger, sir!’’
every shade, every purpose, gvery-tietail, and when you claimed theieminent musician, scowling fiercely.
Hear every chord, every motive in any part,
every light,

have accomplished this you will be surpris
ed to find in

ex-

+" Scaors
the higher grades of music how small a part the*‘
tune”. services tions
plays. In the lowest or tlementary forms of
ofa
music the
“tune”

is about all there is to hear, and thia is

why,
perhaps, the masses love melody rather than harmon
y, ‘teacher
They see the man, the ox, the cart, and, perhaps
, the
mill in the picture, but they do not see
the harmon

blending of the ‘details that give it the setting andious
the

life.

,

‘a

——_,

—If the children were brou; ht"
up to read music as
they read their primers, and ware kept
at the pianos as
aduty, as
the little Germans

ano Cowrartsows.—The value of the ~
musie-teacher depends largely upon the augwhich she may be able to give her popile. AlZ person-can teach ‘solely from ‘text; but the

who, from general knowledge, experience, contact, comparifon, and observation can offer
valuable
Practical, suggestions, will knock the persimm
ons;

whether thé pupils benefit by.them depends
largely upon -

the readiness with which they receive them,

—_

%

It is not enough that the-teachera should know
the
notes, how to sound them,
and manipulate the keys.

She should be posted on alltly,clement

e which go to
practice optional“with the obild,-we should of making make music the univereal language of mankind
have a very
—the didifferent musical standard in thie country
vine
art.
-This
can
he
secured
only
by
studying, com.
~
* paring, scrutinizing, and observing.
Gre, instead

of all music.
With a
wondrous power it arouses the higher
Above all don't forget to exercise continually the
quickens ‘The teacher ia the mediator
the nobler impulses, and, with unerting instingtp,
between the pure and crowning habit of
directn
ess speaks high art, as shown in
cheerfulness. It is catching, interest* Ctraight to the heart of man. By its
means the soul between the Young andthe works of great masters, and ‘ing, and elevating,. It will grace yous person; it will .
the coming generation.—Louis add. charm to the
is lifted above the narrowing influen
ces of this world, Kohler,
technical work of tho pupil: And
x
s
its possession costs atthing.—Musical Record,

\
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PRAOTIOAL PEDALING FOR TEAOHER AND
STUDENT,
/

pedal. It should be used only withthe
isolated eighth
note marked’>in the left hand on the
fourth conny, and in two other instances, where the left
hand has the extension of » tenth, except at‘the very
end when-three

t

* In Inst month's issue we considered the fundamental
Principle of pedaling; that the pedal must almost invariably be taken after the tone; whether it be used to

régister it can be neglected éntirely,

Join tones and chorda which cannot We connected by

_

the fingers for tone color, or to enrich and beautify the
Several simple exercises and devices for gaining
the necessary ifdependence of hand and foot,applica:
tone.

ble to all grades of pupils, were given; the influence of
single accented tones in awallowing up dissonances oc+

casioned by go unbroken use of the pedal waa touched
upon. (The passage from Schuniain's “Papillons,”?

illustrating this point, was inadvertently omitted.

as follows) :—

>

e

$s.

ve
Ped.

FF

i

It is baa falls aa rapidly as possible.

paeett Eten,
-

we

Several

A good rule is to regard all peda] marks
with ausPicion; they should be tested carefully
and only obServed

in caso they fully satisfy the ear. Hardly one ~\
composition in twenty is, pedaled correctly through
out.
The general

played with sufficient firmness to be sustain
ed through-

:
T
Sa)
wy X

Ped.

in ‘uccession.

fault is in directing & too prolopged ‘use
of the pedal; unless for a special effect it shopld
be
used frequently and not austained long at
a time,
constant care as to taking it according to the’ rules with
laid
down above.
.
:
A somewhat advanced pedal study is found in Czerny’
s
Such effects are allow- Op. 740, No. 6, This requires the pedal, for the
Part, twice in each measgre; it should be taken most
withthe: second thirly second note of each group
by
the left hand. The first note of the group played
must be

larly usefal in gaining commandof the pedal, They ut
are given in progressive order and none of them demand and,

following group, which is played by the right
.

.

‘
©
Grltzmacher's “ Album Leaf” affords
a fine.study ix

spaaeraas—-

Pe

accented eights occur

ara
printed without the accent, which should be
supplied in’
pencil.,
fie
=

It is for this reason

discriminative

touch.

The melody, printed in large~

notes, is accompanied by extended arpeggion divided

between the two hands, and is played
largelyby the
fifth ai of the right hand. The
fundamental bass
note is played by the fifth finger ‘of the left
hand, while

-

Now, we come to pedal effecta éf considerable dificulty, but which are often essential to artistic playing.

both aro sustained by the pedal. Three grades of power

must, be observed; the melody tones twice as
strong as
the fandamental bass tones, and these-in turn
twice the

An ingenious use of the pedal is that yy
made to sustain one ton;
changing harmonies a:

strength of the accompanying tones, thus introdu
the greatdifficulty of the piano,—the playing of a cing
melody. by the weak fingers while the accomp
animen
intrusted to the strong Bagers. The composition istbestis

learned bf disregarding the melody entirely
at

first,
Practicing the arpeggios alone with the pedal. When

these are mastered and the trué harp-like effect secured
the melody can be added with but little difficulty.
It is
played staccato but sustained by the pedal—staccato
. to
the eye, but legato to the ear. Only in several
phrases,

a
~

jl

ap oe
ri

£

pedaled accompaniment,

di

where a change of harmony oceura during a sustained
note of the mélody, must the key be retained by the “*
finger.
a
In the study of the pedal it must not be forgotten, as
Venino aptly puts it, that

“the most beantiful of all
Heller's ‘Cradle Song” in D flat
pedal effects is that obtained by leaving out the pedal at
da,
+ etudy in pedal effect; the melody can be playe
the proper
" All effects, however beautifnl in
Polo,
Me Baile;
*
with fhe inward slipping of the fingér, while itie ren. themselves, moment.
become monoton
The Bin the bass should be sustained during both dered
lose much of their
legato by the pedal. The tones'thereby acquire charm if continued too long ous-and
at atime.
The occasional
chords above ;.it cannot, however, be heldbythe hand, 9 floating, bell-liké
sound, peculiarly appropriate to the omission of the pedal for a measure or two often makes
and an unbroken use of the pedal results in dissonances compositi
on.
the effect of fresh air in an overheated room.
:
between the chords, To gain the desired’effect the Bis
The pieces enumerated give an excellent and varied
played firinly with the pedal, then when the change of for Hoelzel's Song Without Words” requires the pedal,
the most part, four times in each measuré; fallin, Practice in all ordinary uses
harmony occurs the foot is raised slightly and brought on the second
of the pedal. For especial
eighth
note
of
each count; the f and
pedal effects the works of Liszt, Moszkowski, Schardown ogain as quickly as possible, The momontary fall ‘octaves can ber
played
staccato
and
staccatissimo ‘and wenka, Jensen, Mason, and other modern composers
of the dampers on the strings is eufficient to check the sustained by
chopedal,8 peculiarly modern effect which afford almast every possible management
vibration of the shorter treble strings, but not enough
of the pedal.
allows great power of climax with but little effort from Tn sugh compositions
ita treatment depends upon the
to silence the long bass string, which continues tosound the player.
esthetic taste and musical feeling of the player, but the
with the new harmony, -This effect requires
‘
One of themost beautiful studies in pedal effectisthe’ “
on of all artistic pedaling rests apon the princiable deftness on the part.of the player; the footconsidershould“
Valse
Lente,”
from
Delibe’s
“
Sylvia,”
strated by the exercises givert at the beginning
the arran
not lose contact with the pedal and the ear practiced in ment by Keach,
prefaced
by
an
intermezz
o,
which,
this article.
ho
gaining the effect desired,
*
a
‘an be applied to
ever, need not be used. In the original, a ballet Bactic
Rade
cession of harmonies with tho sustained tone helda suoasa the scene represente adance of nymphs by
moonlight;
pedal point; the lower the tone'ocours and the higher
and cymbals tinkle softly;in the distance is heard In the last few editions of this paper
the changing harmonies, the more sucaessful will it'be, atharps
there appeared
intervals
the
melanchol
y,
long-draw
n
of the the advertisement of a cOncern calling themselves ModTa such a use of the pedal the instrument
andthe execn. hunter's horn; a plaintive melody from the tone
violoncello -eFn Press Assoviation, of Chicago, Ill. Their advertisetion of the player come into consideration, Much can follows, which
finally vanishes in 4 chain of teille rising ments, calling: for
be atcomplished on a concert grand piano with itslong, higher
and detectives, we have
and higher, ppand diminuendo, A beantifal ef- noticed in: many of reporters
the prominent papers of this and
strongly vibrating

basa strings, which would be thin. and

ineffective on an upright pidno,

A player,

who’
Possesses sufficient strength of touch to bring outtoo,
the
Power of an instrament can attempt more in the wayfullof
Pedal effect than one whose touch is weak and unformed,
and thus cannot give the dominant tone or chord with
@ufficient emphasis.
Still more singular is the so-called trilling of the
pedal. Sometimes it is desired to have a pedal effect
in rapid passages composed of scales or euccossions of
chromatic harmony. To secure this without offending
the ear by the great mass of dissonance which would

fect can be obtained by sustainingthe Cflat and B donble

flat, occurring in the bass staff of the top brace on page

6, each two measures, by means of the pedal, With
fri, elastic, touch from the thumb they produce ‘thea
mellow, vanishing horn effect of thg original.
Kuhe'a “Fen Follet’” gives an etmirsble practice in
alternate pedal and staccato effect. ‘The Album
Leaf,” by Bargiel, is a weoful study in short pedal
touches. In allthe editions I have seen the pedaling
marked ia simply atrocious, ‘The leading theme
largely staccato, and the style somewhat polyphonic,‘is

both of which peculiarities preclude:
afree use of the

other cities,

We wish fo aay that as far as we can dis-

cover sheconcern is riot responsible, and we would is

yise our readers to have no sar sean wi
then.
;

The first and most indispensable quslity of any artist
is to feel respect for great men, and. to bow down in

spirit before them; to recognize their merits, and not

-to endeavor to extinguish their great flame in order

that his own feeble rushlight may burn a little brighter,
—Mendelssohn.

-
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st a locomotive whistle. Technio may etonish but
Progre
ss
is
retarde
d, and they contract habits of careit
cannot
convince. Sappose that a man
“I zave spoken to you of the dignity and worth of
Proficient in all that pertains to the technic is technically less. practice; and finally prove a discouraging failare
snusio; it ia a noble art, but I beg
al
work
of
a and a disappointment; to themselves,
of you not to worship sculptor! If he cannot
Parents, and
it blindly to the detriment of your
carve a statue is he an artist, teache
r,
anding. and shall I go into rare ecstasi
.
Music exalts and purifies, but the powerunderst
es
at
the
oy
skill
with
which
Bat oftenywhen missed lessons are
to
be
exalted
chips.
he
charg
marble
ed in the bill
?”’
Re and purified lies in you and not in music,”
thig class of people will say, “‘ We
“‘If
you
would
did
not
know what relati
have these
“Above all things do not indulge in cant, in hypoocal know: lessons and it is not
to pay for something we have
Jedgo bears to music stady the-workson oftechni
risy. Do not convert music into 8 fetish and
Mczart, and if not received.” And fair
pay
mock
‘Youg
yet
re
they
not
contra
wise
cted
enoug
for
that time
h to discover anything else you every'week and
worship toit. Suspect the
and wisdom of those, Will at least
the teacher has to hold that hour for
findYhat the idea, the emoti
who continually prate of the talents
beaptifal, the inexpreasible” and
firet, them when he might be giving a lesson
that rare knowledge is used simply toon addcomes
to
a
better
and the unapproachable. There isa
payextrinsic ing and, more satisfactory pupill. If
deal of this beauty to that which is beautiful in
these lessons Me
lip worehip jn the followers of music, goodthdse
who in- soul of beauty afi; dwelling place. itself; it ie giving the Not countéd the quarter might be protracted
dulge in it are generally the drones, theandincapab
to
six
If, however, the ex- months or more, 1 sometimes
les, the tringic ornament is all that the artist
think it would be a gocd
- humbuge,””
has to offer have plan
NOTES FROM A PROFESSOR'S LECTURE,

“If you are physically hungry do not
feed on music
to nourish you; if you are stupid do not expect
miusic to

to have a written contract, plainl
y stating the torfeita, with each and every pupil
,—such contract to be”
strictly enforced, legally if necessary,
But I believe-there ia a good time
coming; and people
are

they the slightest art value? ‘In 8 Hiindel,ong

is it enfficientyto sing the notes correctly; were
his msjesty, h

f
:

e

dignity, bis geniua nothin
give you wisdom. No art can teach you to
beauty; cuted, a high note faultl g but a trill brilliantly exethe feeling must be in you, the power of love
essly sung?"
beginning to view thia subjec
recogni
zing
“Master technic but keep it in its place, An
light. And
must be in you, the desire to love beauty
artist it isthe discussion and agitationt inof itaalltrue
must be in you, in the sense
questions perwith
which
the knowledge of what constitutes beauty
I
am
using
the word is an inter- tainingtothe profession in
must be in you. preter; he stands betwee
musical journals, like Taz
n you and the composer, and
Do not expect music tosupply you with aconduct
Ervps (how much we have to thank
of his art value is in proportion to the akill with which
-you for), that are
hfe, a theory of seathetics or a cure for toothac
he
educat
ing
people
to
an
he, or reveals to you the thoughts, the emétio
understanding that true busine
you will be woefully deceived.”
ss
ns and the inten- Principles should govern
tions of the composer. If you cannot seo
the
ons between pupil and
“Real lovers of music are as rare as
the composer teacher, So let us take courarelati
real musicians; for the artiat
ge and atill

then label 1hé artiat charlatan, howev
the majority of 80 called lover
er ¢
music are simply great may be his techni
sheep that unthigkingly follow s aof leader
cal knowledge and his reputa.
The
dell«
tion,”
wether bleats, the sheep” bleat;the bell wether
.
friska

before Beethoven, Bach or Wagner
and the sheep instinctively friek. In the army of
art lovers, as in the
army of warriors, there must always
be a leader; the

soldiers have

been taught to obey and not to think.
This leads to victory in battle and
to idiocy in art.
Obedience in the soldier is necessary
;but in art. he who
shouts

for’what

he

does not understand is

taking
elaborate and annecestary trouble
to make a fool of
bjmeel

é,””

,

“You are not yet capable of judging, and I
tell you
that Beethoven’s music is

‘‘Tam earnest on this sutject for
the reason already given; in our era of mediocrity mere
technic is receiving the attention and praise that it
does not deserve ;

“piano pounders, screamers, fiddle scrapers are
being
ranked as rare arti
sts

asked to accept the artist in the absenc
e of the

composer.

‘* Shun this and all other speciés of humbug;
aim for
the highest art and
refuse to

accept sham art in its place,
of the finest
y. It does though the sham art
not harm you to temporarily take my qualit
be supported with the highest
word on trust,
praise ‘and has grown old enough to have becom
Your studies will vindicate my
assertic ion; but if you
e a

turn from your studies and are conten
t to accept my assertion without Proving it, you
are not honoring the
Breat master

tradition,””

.

4

- MAXIM,

{

. J. Maintain dignity without the
ap pearance of pride.
2. Persevere against discouragem. ent.
8. Keep your temper.
4, Be punctual and methodical in bu:
siness and never

simply becauge of their techni

cal
knowledge, What we true lovers of
music want is the
composer and not the artist, and yet
we are continually
being

agitate.

Procrastinate,

‘

5. Preserve self-possession, and
do not be talked out
of conviction.
a
6. Never be in an unfitting hurry.
7, Rise early and be an economist of
time,
8. Practice strict témperance,

+9. Manner is something with everyb
ody, and everything

with some,
“Learn what is best-in art and then
P
7
use it ag a test
10. Be guarded in discourse, attent
in all
ive, and slow to
Thereisatmply become doubtful emergencies; when you have once speak,
&n empty spot in your brain and you have refuse
acquainted
with
what
is best in piano playing,
~
d to fill in violin playing,
11. Never acquie
it, Do not talk enthusiastically of the great compo
inimmor
sce
in singing, you will readily detect
al
or
pernic
sers mediocrity.”"—Leader.
12, Be not forward to assign reasons ions opinions.
while these eipty spots are in your
to those who
brain; you do not
have no right to ask.
deceive anybody, not even yourself.”
, you are not honoring me.

‘Be independent but never arroga
nt 3 if you canno}
enjoy Beethoven’s musie confes
s the fact’ frankly to
yourgelf, but do- not boast of
it in public, Where the
coi have agreed, it is
safer to suspect your own
than, the verdict of history. Keep
silent until you

18. Think nothing in conduct unimpottant or indiffe
r-

THE MISSED, LESSON QUESTION,
me

Ewer
BY 0, W. FULLWooD,

ent.

f

+14. Live within your income ; be ever
gaving; avoid >
~ as mucb,as possible either borrowing or lendin
g.
E
15, Ia all your transactions remem
ber the final ac- count

ALL teachers have wrestled more or less
are wiser, even if you never open your
with your Maker.
with this sub:
;
lips during @ ject. The question seema
16. Oftentimes the blackness which
long lifetime.”
:to have 0 many exasperating
we believe we see
:
phases that it is almost impogsible to
in
others
is
only
“Let me beg of
our
own
shado
w.
against all
recurrences of the béte noir,
17. Sloth makes all things difficult,
its own sake;
aa
industry all easy,
One, if not the greatest difficulty,
19. Good’ manners ig the art of makin
worship.
g those people
is that so many
people do not regard their music
agree! ment-in the same
light as any other. a
contract. They appear to

expect music lessofls at their-own
pleasure or con“venience.

easy with whom we converse 3 whoev
er makeg the fewest

uneasy ia the best bred man in company.

No

matter about the rights of the
music
teacher, he is teaching for pastime,
and donbil

esa lives,
+on his love and enthusiasm for
his divine art, and has
no need for bread and butter,

Thave

plays corre

ctly the notes
before him ;what is the-value
of brilliant technic in a
Beethoven Sonata, for examp
le, if the technic leads
to nothing but nimbleness of
finger display? I want
Beeth

oven, not seale passages

met people who asid, “ Ob! music teac

hing is
mere play ; no work about that.”
Now, what is one to
say or do when confronted with
a uch hopeless ignor-

to give the’intentiona

. art merit of a pianist wh ‘0 simply

antly played.
wes Beethoven's id’a in whitingbrilli
this move

What

ance ?
It is invariably the ease that
the discouraging, carelees, indolent pupils are the ones
who migs lessons, The
intelligent, talented, and indus
trious pupil seldom hag
this fault. Hevor she is anxio
us to make -all possible
progress and will not miss a
Keston unless actally

—Oliver' Wendell Holmes once satiriz

ed a fashionable
, young woman's piano playing in the follow
ing charac-

*“toristio manger:
5
“It wagayoung woman;-with as many
white flounces
‘around her as thre planet Saturn hastings,

that:
‘Sho.gave the music stool a whirl or two,’
and fiffed down.on it like a twirl ofaosps
ina heed
“hasin Then-ehe pushed up her cuffs as ude
Were
going to fightfor the champion’s belt, Then ifsheaheworked
the wristaand hands,tolimbertherh,
Isuppgs and spread
ont her fingers till’ they looked as though e,they
would
Pretty much cover the keyboard from the growlin
g end
down to the little

ment j show’
squeaky one.
obliged ‘to, If the teacher pakes role
me his soul; play #8 be inten
those two hands —
ded the piece should be lesso
that missed -of hera made a jump at the keys asThen
ng will be charged, except in
Played ;use your technical skill
if they were a couple \.
cases of illness, it is of tigers coming
id giving in sound what ‘asto
down
nishing how often certain pupil
upon
a
flock
» the composer intended, andI
of
black and white
a will fall ill
am grateful. But if you disposed.
cannot interpret the composer,
Such Excuses as the following have or be in- sheep, and the piano gave a greathow]; ag if ite tail had
sing a Hiindel’s teacher upon
met the been trod on. Dead stop—so ati]
song simply to show how faultlesslify you
finding the-pupil not at home,
you
oguld hear your
‘ Mary has
you can trill; if
ir

growing. Then another howl,
piand bad
“gottwo tails ofid you bad trod on béthas ofif the
"én at once ;
and then a grand clattér and scramble, and
atrings of
Jumps up and down, back and "forward, one hand
leggon.””
r
over
.
the other, like a stampede of rats and mice
Even if these missed lessons are paid for
more than
the pupil's like anything I call music,"
fi

you gone skating;"”or a note ie sent
Sing me a Mozart aria simply to
informing
prove that you have a ‘Sarah
im tha
has
correct ear and a cultivated voice
, I aay that you have a party this company ;'? another, ‘‘ Fannie is going to
still to prove that you are
eveni
ng
and
is
too
busy
an artist;.I say that your techthis afternoon to
take her

nical knowledge has no greater art value than
the screaa,
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THE
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at
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Bs eereeee

™ Lear shee papity aged welts, btwn, aaid eigh:
Wawa, whe ave very Wight, oil Randa They caneve

dined octaves on choad wb They cakant wepatede these
foluen

Some think © i @ good plan ip stresch their

Magers apar, aud others do wot

Alvo another pupil,

waged Woe, whe lorgets her old ploreaesoon as abe lonrne
* cow ome, sthoagh | kwop ber reviewing her obit ones

Wi the tu,

Kuuitly eve me samme mitvicn end oblige.”

Sines there ls yo musie written for pianoforte (except

primer

pieced

tor abawtute

bogianere)

not

containing

chords asd octaves, it ie plain wb the start that pupils

sob able ta play chords and wetares have just one aller

aatire, which 14, cttter to become able ta play them,
or ole tind some other aceupation then playing the AUG,

Aad sauce the pupils are taking lessova and

evidently

Fepiae 5a saan fealate |

a SR aa

aeoctinn Hence athe tonrages of the dio

setsre bas takeo particular paisa to whittle

a

wore, thet peg always haa « fascination

foun

for a

©. And then itis aqaestion whether to reabape
Andin

any case the fit will not be so geodsa when a bole of
one

kind ie Otted with a peg of

the same kind,

Will you kindy inform me whether it is advisable to

halt way through Beyer's “ Instruction Book!’ ? Never

having employed them, or, ia fact, seen them atall, Iam

unable tojudga of the best time to commence them, or

whether to use them or something elee. The child has
a splendid hand for the piano, yeryflexible, but I foresee

them scoented with the ‘elastic touch’
Masson's Vol 17"

4.

described-in

How many different, touches arethere in playing

piano? Am speious to know if Iam giving all. By
auawering me through your good paper you will oblige.”
a. D.
1, There ard fifteen major end fifteen minor scales,

You will find the whole assortment in the last
pages of
Mason's

Vol. III of ‘* Touch and Technic,”

most musical primers.
2. Accentuation

in

Also in

This is not the place for them.”

music

ig

matter of
rhythm, and is not determined by rimarily
the place of a note in
8 phrase. The atrong

accent falls upon 1 of the meag-

mach trouble to atige from incorrect position ;also the ure always, except when this tgne‘is tied down and synIf the tingera areveryshort. wrist
copated, when the eyncopation is usually an anticipation
doing the work for the fingers.”
Sa. M.A.
of this

and the integuments between the fingers come up far

accent,

toward tho eecond joints, the spread of the fingers will
de very insufficient,

61

Hargany,” ane isapptied toali

that.of
Bhs yaotably tacks agplicacos
bop pete
Find sas, sad if oe do eat Merryiy ppeNMls
4e
saweh, fos id she Kise am ibiMeyenn eink
BAAN
Meage ane‘secondary berenthe The Goins) nevetithedptbe
Va tania
& atex,
All yom com de iete
alate soviet wre thon eambered H, LL, and IV> E believe
Visio to bee tate and appetite a Gly buntas,Four
and
how
f:
tei ha aul,
whe will after « wbnlg gan Unte:tented,
A
iow
the world i¢ petucipally ciade' ep of reogla
when
forget
prow;
1.
Hew
many
soshor
dre there? Please name
things Osberwisc 1 weeld be alingmiker tno learced
<
Sheean,*
é
fer o pleapint placeol pidence, Tua mie knowledg
e
2 “Lethe beginning and ending note of @ phrase ac-*
te doping, you bmaw. Let oa be moderate.
With reference to the hands abore mentioned, I will cuated, orfeonly oneof them, and which one?”
edd, 1 ie ane af the curious contradictions of the world
3. “ Are not the notes with round dots over or undet
that when

begin Mason's Two Finger exergite with @ papil only

desire to plag, the choice geeme to bo obligatory to
eretch the heode oatl chorde and octaves can be

ronehed. The question, therefore, ia, Can thia be done,
aad it #0, Aw?
.
I have never pet met with a pupil of Gfteen or more

soable to reach ao actare.

i

the bole or whittle off the corners of the peg.

ba

oe

ETUDE

aud after

~

best has bean dove

A serious and intelligent teacher, such as the above

there is much music composed by persons of large hands,
able to play tenths easilp,
always presentsto ordi-

and
‘echnic,” and read it carefully through, especially the

If we want to play there is only one way, which is to
take sruy
ible method of enlarging the reaching
powers of de fingers, For thie purpose. after some
Preliminary practice upon the plain Two-Finger Bxorcisee, let the pupil take up the broken thirds jegato, as

which as yet she is ignorant, There are many methods
of practice and varieties of touch which no other, instruction book so much ag mentions. Moreover, aa I have

that can be done, the papil will be inadequate fo a great lettersrepresen
ta, cannot'do better for her work than to
desl of brilliant music written for ordiaaryhands.
Then
at the entire four yolumes of Mason's ‘Touch
with regard to the manner of applying
nary hands the same dificulty as ordinary music pro- directiona
exercises. Ia this she will find an eatire new world the
of
sents to these abnormally short hands,

given on pages 21 and 22 of Vol. I of “Touch and Tech-

but because it isthe strong pulse in measure, and. not

because it comes first in a phrasé. Yo might as well
ask me whether the first or second syllable of a word
ought to be accented. It atl depends upon the word,
For this you conault a dictionary,

tells you.

Accent the next

But in music the bar

note, unless it is a

rest.
(The direction might have been conceived in Ireland,

repeatedly observed, it ia one of the evil of our work

that musia is ‘run’ by two opposite classes of

Hence neither the first, second, nor any

other tone in a p!
is accented
asgach. It ia accented by its place in measure, or by reason of some
special mark indicated bythecomposer. When the Gret
tone of phrase is upon the atrong pulee, it is accented,

but let-it pass.)

ople,—

those who play the piano, and those who know all aboat

Th@ measure‘place following
the bar is

e stfong accent.

The latter generally know a great’ ..8. Notes written with dots over ot under are played |
nic."' Thengo on to the exercises in extensions, 8 given
on
25 ofthe same book. Another kind of prac: deal about music, but they do not always know music, staccatd, more or less and according to the natare of the
They
understand,
but
they“do nothing ‘intuitively nor passage, and by elastic finger or hand touch
tice which ie favalaable with hands of this kind, is that
according to
musically, Now it is the main value of Mason’s work circumatan
upou the Two-Finger Exercise in double sixths, ag that
ces. No role can be given.
5
it
comes
nearer
putting
given op page 24 of the same volume Allof these the actual aeeds of musical piano practice in line with 4. Nobody knows
how many touches there are in
playing
any technical piano playing,
forme have in yore flexibility of hand,
ie double work I have ever seen;and while somethan
bat
you
can
be
quite
eure
that you are not
ofthe directions
sixtha (which should be practiced with the hands sepa
may not be,clear,to the new eader the firat time, thia is giving them all, you know this when your pupils live
tately) in particalar are very mellowing.
it but do not play.

I have never
known a hand to fail of yiel ling to these, if certain pre-

through it. In Mason's ‘Touch and Technic,’
Vol. I,
‘one of thode cases where if @ reader will poses to are
given the elementary and typical ways of touching
‘*do”’ she will presently understand better.
joing and « the keys, They are the following
:—
understanding go together, the one heli g-the other.

cautions are observed in the practice. Hold the wrist
low, bring up the weak side of the -hand eo that the

ouekle of the Glth Bogor ie as high or bighes then tine

Now with reference to rcs

often snid that it is invaluable, and on;

of the second, carry “the hand well over toward the

weak eide,

at the very Beginning.

so

I am awa

te

(a) Clinging legato, Hoger touch, holding down, with
or without sliding from one key to the next. (Ido noty
use the sliding exercise myself.
Down arm, where thp weight of.the arm falls
ar it is
in the upon the keys.
+(c) Up arm, qitre a touch ismade in the act of
Thave

thken up

there. are

that the fourth and fitth fingers lie almost
the line of the keys (instead of lying crosswise of teachers, like Mr. Virgil, who believe and
the keys, as they generally do with small hands), and, & mistake for Mason to require’ b 5
above Gt without allowing the wriat to rise, raise the earlier stages, for the reason that
Bat Mason obviates this by proceeding
upwarda
away from the ys,
ringing
pointsof fourth and fifth Scgers high, preparatory
:to the
Je
srikiog. The second finger, which is usually raised very
touch, the hand being thrown in somewhat
flexible wrist isa sine qua non. Hence, he nevermeets like the free swing’
bigh in these exercises, muat be kept very low. ‘Devote
ofa flail, the impulse coming from
this difficulty, A beginner ought never to know whats the forearm, but with
a greater motion of the hand than
‘all the attention tothe fourth and filth,
is exercise
wrist is. I mean a beginner of proper age, seven, Of theforearm. This touchh
haa never failed me within three or four weeks’ pe,
is not taught by other booke,
Pred tainetss per day, to render the hand-vagtly mora eight, or so. An older one might.
T believe,
a
:
eyer'a ‘Inetraction Book” is avery fair primer of
__(¢) Finger elastic, in which the touch is made By first
Gexible; it also promotes teaching, and brings the hand
up inte a good curred position, or, which is more im- music in the key of C. But it has aslittleag possible’ extending the Sager’ Berfectly straight, and then, viorelation to the att of piano playing. If you
slong

arm and hand touched and the devil

‘which the Pea Bae

will get my. - lently shutting the hand,
portant, 'strongtbons the hand go that it comes up into
making the touch in
** Twenty Lessona to.a Beginner,” and read it through, sweeping inwards towardsthethefoger
rs
position withaUt special attention.
palm of the hand. This
you will get the exact opposite of the Beyer work.
exercise is-valuable for strengthening the fingers, In
have often
& act of exercizes, which Mason do not say you will like
it better, but it will give you artistic uso it would not be used 60 violently ‘except in
called * Extension Exercises”inthe old book, in which,
ideas. I mention this work because it waa written a fortissimo psssage,
with staccato, and in not too quick
begianing
with anyJene of the chromatic scale, the two some
expresslyto illustrate
of introducing modern ideau movement, It means extreme individuality
Bo,wesplay
exccvaely mejor second, minor third, and .laying foundation9 way
of tone and
for moxjcianshipwith young emphasis,
mjor third, and perfect foam, an
“
2
, making & pupils.

:

i

The hammer touch of
the finger, like that in fve‘exercises. This is the tonch for scales, arpeggios,
and
al}
passege
work
for
fingers...
“E am very much puszled over Vol. IIT of De. Ma.
G) Devitalized:Gnger, in’which tbe band aod

op ot twelvs tones, four triplets, on exch degree of

A

wt chromatic scale, Por instance,
play CO, CB a, CR. CPC B,C 2 fat, then D
Set, E dat,

:

-

* fi

D da B,D fat,ete,and so on, D, E fat,and son's ‘Touch and Technic.' He uses
the chord of: the:
a2 devitalizedasfar ns possible, and the-playtée je ne
ths whote otters. Thin ie pla:
hegato, and diminished woventh in the © positions Ia not thia
it meagan be cartiod through sha
the Hight, ast, and delicato as possible. ‘bis is employed
"te is ovale
,
why
dosa
ny
offsat tothe extreme pvervitalizations of some of
abla,
pal
g° at the work of diclniahed seventh of G@minort And if a0,
ing.
eartoat, ond no evil ‘bo not put the proper sigaature of two Gate?
Lbaliewe
that there are all the ical touches, but
seers wil be axperinoced exeeph where roreneds nie
“On
page
1,
celerfing to the derivatives from the there are hundreds
sa
of shades, made y combining eledimiuished serwath, be speaks of secondary seventha
Kindly explain what a socondary seventh ja, aod what
gates in the tabolar wiew are eesondary t

gos little mare elowly enon Ube exereles which cova.

hunk dows hetiegen the Kegers,
Oh.
ak peanaaatin sonia reap besnoel
oulsWal ae shop whemerer MONEE awichoot fear,

manta of treoimore of those. Sach combinations come
their ows accord when the elementary methods are
known. Mesical fooling will indicate the time and the

way,

* te Figure XU thew-called Preagh sixth of E mince,

aad Pigare XV the German slath of Ube same soale

dee ade,atte of Be nae Eire Bands langeecongh us

*

amo.

ts

-

eee

<a

~-Pathont praction goes foruaaght without artistic guidthe darleative of the dimiaubed ance, Place'e gifted child with an incompetent teacher
with Vos Banta Bayes wack thei. aed white e Di, Maan teactun
portions, aed t ramqone te wrate Usd wed veo decry rnc that oature bax done. No amoont’
Aistdicog thee DOH peg Oke alah wily the €8 gages.
Ppt batman whateeor skewed ofponies
Thin ut 9 gent Pexvaine,
amd ditigor umudy oun obtitorate had precepts
~
fel bereinheetortksfw woshd vendcs
fl
2 tn ommetd te tke pigsl we fanpete
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TH Ephyeicad sud soviet Usining ta give thew sound
bation
aod take thelr aiteation Hum

d¥ce, beswx, aid ality which need net be ytoes hore.
Mz. Staveubagen's
sihbomehin
Aay carucer teaches sxyat feel eieeged,
belliiaat is ibe bighest dogree ; dtioating
at being compelled co talhe sense cock pupil aa hat hows Tisas playte
Uae
hoemne
plaything
s
to
him;
he
is
exquisitely grece- 2
described and uy to do anything fer kim, Bat whew fal
and overpdweringly amaltnone by tures; he not
sinsthing has becn accomplished, when Uke pupil
be

mac musenns

Nowee flee adjective, the alow payil, aut the aupid

*

papi

Tile two

founded

only plays, bat Sts the air with Liset,and one is forced
to breaths it and become narepieed with it ap with
ger One may protest, but one ia helpless, begestion, thea ite warth while, and one (Sly thal the lnnghingoumbed, bewitched, and all the air quivers with points
Wwacher's vocation les noble ane,
- Of dazzling Uight and with the rear of hurrying tornaMany a teacher hae, howevar, found it impossible
does, You'awake to real life with torwured nerves, but
do thie for a slow papil. Can anything at all ke done?to it¥ia
impossible to deny the transcendent ekill of the
‘This can by done: make eure that he acquires
some “magician

varceniea of Papils are Gfie® cou

by wer porerced taidcrs.

The

plow

gins to chow the desire tw loare aad the
isialligence ig

avalecaed, as indicated by litte things done withoos aa

przul

tusy be taught to play, atihough it will take auch tise.

He wili abo lear much about uuais and acquire auch

musical calture.

Very often he kus great petvcrermace

and sometiines, though this is rare, » musical war and
watural touch, Hus steuggtes bo toarn ape constant anda
hus feathfulneds euttsts thd syuipathy of bis foacher.
A pupil of this class aveds ontiraly didforeng teaching musical knowledge. If, when the pupil baa left the
he kuows what fézato and staccato are, can write
from the pupil of quick intelligence. ‘Take the matter teacher,
notes on the ala when struck on the keyboard, can
of legato: w slow papil may be weeks lenrning to con- toll
ly what a tic ie, what a slur is, and the reat
nect the soands of » legato passage. Why? Because of thoaccurate
rudiments of notation, something substantial haa
he cannot by bis ear or his aye detect the differen
ce been done. If a pupil cannot be taught to play, pat
betwoen »
legato and #teroato touch.

7

‘pupil's

This shows his ear to be defective,

vara

After all, music teachers do not teach music as mach

ss they ought.

Such a

manual dexteritymust besmatl.

teacher.

The

OHOPIN'S MUAIO,

Ear culture.is a matter

teache;

dependence ap that, he must call

cannot

ing what hes been ssid once or twice lately
in Tus
Ervne it may be

~

“4

” ‘Tux piano music by Chopin is a legacy of incalenl: able

value. Itis immortal. It touches us at the very
nerve
centres. It causes us to dream waking dreams, to
sigh

with its creator, as he lays bare his heart, and
tells us of
his cruel disappointments, his grief and pain.
Hie an-

trancing, heaven-born

mélodies wander through our

teaching the fast forms of Magon’a two-finger exercises

in haviog their pupils keep up the wrist action required,

for every alternate hand touch. I find that some pupils
hold their wriats stiffly and play all the notes with
a finger
touch. Rather not have them play the fast forms-at
all,

than in such @ manner! To overcome thia I have the
pupils play only the notes that must be played with
a

hand touch, leaving out the second mote of Bvery group,

minds at night, when the ahadows lay thick
and dark

stated that the process of attaini
over the earth, and in our fancy we imagine the
soul of like thia :-—
legato through overlapping is as follows: Suppose ngC -Chopin
sad D (wbole notes) are to be played legato, Instead sighing floating through the atarlit world, dreaming,~
—ao often sighing, Could sucha mind as Chopin's
ot taking C up when D is played, bold it down
for two be fastened

bests aud then’ take it up, repeating thia for
every two

botes in the passage,

In guckessive playings of the

Passage Overlap less and less until the desired
resultiq

down to the academic pales of form authori
ties?“ Can we imagin@ his soaring thoughts to be nipped
in their flight by the restrictions of rale, ora measuri
ng

tape? No. Chopix practically created his own form,
and

fi

ae
=H
rary t,

This can easily be played’ fast, after they have had

attained. The etaccato habit may be overc
ome
in thia
way and the ordinary legato enriched. It is
impossible
to give such‘apupil a musical conception of legato,
but

how
delightful and spoitanedus are the contrasted period’

rable proficiency will purely musical con-

haps wd owe to his influence much thatii eautiful

we all know how beautifully symmetrical it is,
and’

these touches impressed firmly on their minds, then add
the omitted notes (the finger tguches) and play, as

groups, “withtheir ever changing harmonic dress of the written
8 muscular feeling he can graap. The mode of.teac
h- finest and most costly musical texture. We
ing him must be largely mechanical, only whos
7 O.
iies —for he gave the world his life, in*his music giftCoal
gsined conside
per
siderations have any weight with him, and those
must be
of the simplest, such as making the melody
louder (thia

*

Mosr teachers will experience aome difficulty. when

4

place hia

othe muscul

ar sense,
He makes the pupil overlap all the sounda, and
when
the pupil feels the fagers dwelling on the keys
he gets
his Grat practical iden of legato. At the risk of repeat:

TO TEAOHERS OF “MASON.”
" BY 0, RUPPRECET.

importance) the pupil's improvement in

of the

A SUGGESTION

are no help to him; they require training
.

of months of careful practice under the direct
supervi-

sion

They teach études, exercises, pieces.

Does

+

than he was when he came to you.

But during the process of ear training (8 process
of

the utmost

bo bes woren the spell about you.

Mr. Stavedhagen prefer thisrestless storm lo placid sunlight? Oa Thursday
oon he played three of his
owa compositions—d Capriecio, an Intermezzo and a
Menuetto Scherzando—three dainty, graceful pieces, all
sanlight!—Boston Gazette,
>

Make him torn | knowledge into bie head, so that he may
be better off

bis back to the pisso, Play a scale legato
and then
play it again staccato and ask him to tell which
is legato
sud which is stndosto,—ho will fail to make
the discrim-

ination.

Sao
ed, when then ie
doy, te another question,

2 ae

.

in piano musio since his day, , We know that thesonath
“ys
s3
3 = :
EEE
ia practically dead, and that it died with Be
word is.gsed purposely), then the accompaniment or was
it
that
Chopin
set
the
fashion
and
caus
i
playing crescendo in rising and diminuendo
Thus the fault ig easily remedied, whilst at the same
in falling composition to fow in his direction?
At all ev
.
pastages.
. spirit desired freedom, and we have this freedom marvel- time thé pupil will have obtained a clearer idea of the There is, however
aim of

~

4

the exercises and of the two touches involved.

, a mach more, serious causé for,
oualy expressed in hia glowing, throbbing, passiona
‘this pupil's slow progress thaa hia lack
te tone
of
musical ear, “popms.—W, O Forsvra, in The Week.
thongh that ie bad onough, Very often
he is lacking in

the power of consecative thinking, That is, knowing
two things

he seer no connection hetween them,
can
draw no inference from
them, hence, without help can
make no progress. Hia ment
equipment is so poor or
to" litle aged, which Is nearer the thark,
that be cannot

Waar

LIS2T8 MUSIO AND STAVENHAGEN’S LIgzT
7
PLAYING. ~

"grezp Up connection between the notes
written, You

Be
1s 4 Love ror Music.—How many young

ladies glibly rattle off the phrase, “Ob, I do 60 love

music!”

without thinking in the least what is meant by

it, When the subject is sifted to.the-bottom, it is found
that the persons who “love music!’ really mean that

eee
Tures isp great vaziety of opinion regarding~the
saay play for hitea staccato Peasage, bid
art: they loveatune !* In this they are notat all rémarkable,
him notice how talue a ee ‘8- componitions,
light and sbert you play the notes, and
a
of melodyis planted in every human
tell him thateuch sider 1)
igzt was not a composer 0} special worth, ‘since the love
edtea havea dot over them. He Spparently
brenat;:
understands ; while,others think that some of
bat whee a liule later on be comes across
the
highest
art
limit
known
in
"People
notes with following account
a
of how 2ome of List’
hate owes them he sents sutirely ignomat
of the canner played, and their efféet upon
the audien:
intereel, and perhapa

bane eatel of the famous Haygarisn's works into virgin

we Aaa BAe rte tember awe te
any af ne 8 see pa
fearsting ans

mibonie,

ia he

enaaeinge

‘Teivinlity, plaxitud

pregeekof the pwhiie

Chel parpite mepenciailty tank

es, lodg drawn ot demonars. iw able to dovect
blemishes ie three: or fourpart music,
Hansofsothing in partignlar are fargosten,
aad wild -~ard prefers tha oombined efecta of music to any unison
aniter Uw eBall Ongon Almont bellows Used ison
seas8

Uae pease
intiived entiion we wall wee compar UY plato sasic.,
Satene, a cab abel ewes gh Wit a] Peete pameteof The peedarons alfectations of La Prodicumen asx
ettnane
Sao 8 Praacis eamibaal wae lon dota” hue
mugen gad cenanitnsa Whey fall eRe
Mow Med neoits
Pate abakost Beatles 1 aeay bee tad umes
fw mimi gunk Oatachaee,
STs a sm
af gon:
aetusrns Bhicpiking, ead thie, tekem
with theie tack af tab

Fete

Stugida aah cde wdated ian

AD sat amet 4 matin Remedies:

Memovalia on oyun use

he

ese 4 mane!

eee ing auhuile. and Wheemene

Me

OHAE

Tivo’ te satBaieey evens Hoa acy ome
matin,

pasenpon,

Hate,

Thin in the trae musical mind in a nataral

Seach » parson ix alsenst cortain to develop into

4 6x6 mawieiaa, iF peoperty trdyed.

te thaay rare cme, one ann

On the other hand,
* PANGS untiree

which diulike muse tn all ite forsin, ewon in the sineplent
mebertie veapen, Fime meb are abuotmeel in aind :

Ssh 1hi qmdentntite Yhat Sete Me Bhemnak
siambe When ie wtawelding ix them whieh ie wanoed. Down
anes Paes, Whales au mean Lingecemeseowwr
s Hn eitie Beth, whe Cink a auabionn, wir ofShin caer,

*
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ERPRLEGIOS

tM PLARO-FLa Tee

ba Gite wots, ciscctome aed mupieny te the
eaey~osiior
pinend

te phate

gwipyhaane

Ae eakae aeutmelene Ceiba,

woold

sohnpnioad
hisowe wer
bet
k,"
Iwascon
She emlnpeacr would hues goneinteenmasiag orer
fe ping tila tondioning.

tag hue,

Fite enditend wie have puee Bemed dowcenmed by Mise tay

auatic, the prlecadign’ Wd. Nee @ HEMeWhe euiiiion
ain, “Hamme

thd taras soiweaa
ntfthee wove chonda ; eay wnat he helt the prieLee,
Spest

he Tree able giant Meegea tes toe by the wie thes leas bbe
What we ivr wlade wy gree whem ying Io eapnons. wher
1 raved aad feet apies %, Wile Mim Pay bas game

ae kenaty ab ponathle, on if ang of pertorend exch

by » dilfcrwnt suger

of feaper, &

‘ate detwit, wok given ep the teghuien! of wmohanivat
emmnieren which ace explored Kos prvbnakng eeprom,

wih as aiciend, phrmsang, towel, terego, oombrnas, et,

turald the also to view the wnbberd thou a broader stand
paar, alite agytionbis to exproasion tn mune semerallp.

la erdee vo play wth

oayevnsivs, two elemanie aro

the details of his interpretation.

culbed tate play-aind and beare—or, by other words,

Having once reached .

® conélarion ia'this regard, his readering will be the

tarmlboct oud looting ou the ove band amt physical powers

plays thecomposition.
agein,
involves the consequerice that the objective This,
artist's ren. dition Incks life, warmth and spontaneity, that jt becomes
stale, monotonous, and aninteresting wfter » single
Kepone ;wanter the bead of phaioal powers would come
ing, and will be unable to touch sympathetic chordshear-in
Biromgeh, Pacslity, Tesch, asd the other mechanical tethe hearts of his listeners, who will only be moved by
‘woarcen gemvraity called tevnbe.
On the what is often called personal megnetifm,
a quality pos| cameos be said thet to predace certain effecta, Tt other hand, the testefal delivery of a lovely slow movesessed only by the most subjective artiet,
will be sxthelemt 10 exeploy jai ove or the other of the meitt by a feral pianist gifted with a poetic touch,
often
Tm
well
aware
that » great many more valuable obonomomied qualities Is moat canes, poo will have to realizes the bena ideal of executive art. The discriminservations might be made upon thesubjectofekepression;
cumbine weversl er all of them fn order to give an ideal ate ase of the pedal is »verytmportant factor
in expres- sone thing, however, is trae: You
can ‘go more give
interpretation, bet there ix crgatly one mort prominently sion, We have now also
ot the other baod.

Ueder the heed of mind weold come

Tmegination, Fasey, Perveption | under the bead of fool: ,
tog weald come Pasios, Sontinont, Depth, Fire and,

called vote pag, ~

the organ-point.

Iwaceestwor—In the Schatany Carnival and in Saint

Sete’ Denne mscabre.

i

Farer—fo Mendelsshon’s Saommer-night’s Dream
and vm Beyenemn't Bives at play.
Pexcurctor—te all ofthe works of the older classicn,

vock wy Windel, Bach, etc,

a sustaining pedal, whichis directions how to play with expressi
on than you cm
teach feeling. It is a matter which liesinthe mind and
The loud pedal can be used in a very the heart, for which
there must be @ natoral talent, and

most useful for many beautiful effects, patticnlarly for

¢

Let me give pos n few Mosieritions :—

-

Sevnmext—In the Nocturnes of Chopin.
Derra—tin the Beethoven Sonsis, “Opes 108 (Ham:
* merclevter),
Passyor—To the Beethoven Sonsia appassionata and

clever and not widely known way in playing chords which can only be accompli
shed by-years of study, by
which lie far apart. - For instance, taking it jast after listening
to the great masters, and by cultivating and
‘ho-chord is played, while the fingers still hold the keys;
developi
ng
the
moral
and
meiital
faculties with which
then
taking away

tho fingers in time to get the next

chord comfortably, raising the pedal just in the moment

.

Birwagth, Facility, Touch, and otber technical rosounne ane, of course, seoonmiry nequinites far carrying
oul the labentiony and feelings of the player, whatever

hay guay be.

%

Guaef the port important thioge necemary for pro-

ducing oxprsiion & & knowledge of Ubeory, a study

antip aplastic.
toyaemut weuld be pianiete,

dt ina groa.

wow diaininbed

~~

-- HOW TO BEGIN,

Tae question is often asked,“At what age should a

popil begin» masical training for the piano?” My anawer would be, as soon as she can read a littleand.~
Beothoved Sonata, Op. 26, A fist major, tlefrit phrase kaows enough of the
multiplication table to recite “ four
A little example may illasteate my meaning: In the

of the firat theme recara later, reife note times."”
Indeed, a child need bat know that aa object’.
(A fiat)oix times. A pianiat
who p'
me sixnojes may be divided
parts, that she may understand” all alike would samp himself immediately afUry Bd the relative valeintoof eight
notes, to commence éraining., The
ucinteresting. There must be variety”
‘contrast al:. advantages of early training are, principally, for

ways, aud thongh those ig notes,
be played in a
dosen different ways, all are better than
playing them

physical development,

the
The mental training, although

ne¥er neglected stibuld bo slow until the mind is well

Tn fect, the mental training in music should
with the general scholastic progress.
Without eithe
aliking
r for the study of the piano, or *
failing thia the exhibition of @ marked talent, it is worse

amor Be auppone thet the eensibititineofthe heat
are

Hime

:

s person hes, but more than that, how

Yhunind by a koemiedee of seusoal acienos, or that our

tats,

in

many varicties of tone he can produce, giving, as the

case may require, a different character to the different
parts of dne piece or to different pieces, is of the greatest
iw the Lagat Movement of the Rabmetein Concerto in D importance for expression in Piano-playing. A pianiat
should, like a painter, beautify his work by thading, and
mimor.
should avoid all dtraight, bard lines and angalar turns,
BRorom—In he Chopin Bercense and in Schamann’s

Dror Albendin,

natare has endowed us,

To have attained the highest possible stage of perfecof playing this chord aud taking it again immediately tion expressi
on is the crown of glory, which every true
“after the chord is played, and so on. Not only what
mtsicidn will atrive to gain.
kind of a touch

by a mfrement of masical

«

fermaty each of nearly avery time itrecarn, The atiri- than folly tb compel
betes ofmasical yenins inexecution are expremed ina to the child, a waste ofa’child to take lessons, It ie cruelty
time acd money for the parent,
fom words—tieti
perception, and fndividcality. 224 one of the tings which bas caubed
many conscienPractioslly developed, these qualities ure recognized by tious and hard-worki
ng teachers of magic to attain Tepur
Show sv gligy a Roguline
e,wekom bow towrite & fogee, the expromion, judgment, and phrasing
of
the
performer.
aa “ oranks,’”
tations
The sfyeremn
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of & fow ceally

Bras clase lnativerions, styte thee.
feivee “* Conmarvainsics of Music,"
their existenen Yoknae
made pomible

P waomegaared,”” 1 hat bawm at the cod of patient b emm,
pros

yee. Gourye Eton
fine beat way tis courpoehend iateda

hing
prokanqor
Pinohtyjachk's
peinBE oie: wed. sueBoone make say Own terme
18 would bewhright, and heshen bowod me down wd
Tae cabgors of lewiseotiog, i meigake,
the
wilh ieuneaf
Peily incroseiug intervsd eo Pareat
e of popile, has biog Figkety shades,
Th be98cick place a thie chet popile receive
teadered s recy sotioes ste by comeerms
« feulty
which, ig init.
ou
#4 cafPe

hy a readiness

Wher we leases

whal map be termed cul rates,

to give lnetrsction «t

These musical cheap Jobna dhe, anfortynatel 8
y for
competent

80ME RELPS TOR TRE TOWN TEACHER,
wuedrea,
wachars and papile alike, becoming
Lmmannes Kans.
mare
and more prevalent and, I might
aay,
dissstrous,
Situs
& consequence of eteoation,
‘BY CECIL CARL Pomay, e
ekill ia a mony cotenrraterica of masic which are apringing apThein
wewer cree tenting tw theeente tall, andandimprov
A
ti
all parts of thin city, and which undertake
a
e
the
to
give
what
soadiiven ob tan. Anonyme,
In teaching piano in the amaller
they profore to be thorough inatra
towns, it seews to
ction on all manner
me
that
the
teache
r
Alraovex ome man may posseas
hes
freque
of
inetra
ntly greater dificuliies
menta, at ridiculoady low Sgurea, in injaring in
mare capacity that
contend with thay
themore advanced and higher-pricedto
auoiber. yor nune can te fosnd wha
ho slight degre the fortunes of Teally
eennot by education
compétent mas- teacher in thgfelt
y. Although the competition may be
be umprwved wb wll, —~Qoinritiuve,
tere’of maric. While in many instan
ces the tuition Just aa keen, and
probably\more so, in
given at these inatitations, which usvall
Wigs you know» thing, to hold that
y-are endowed
the pupils who go to the more-adyancedtho city, I think
yon know it; with « most pompous and
teather are,
‘almos
thereat thosvnghly vs whak we beara
tiv some axtont bye

|
*

aad whos you do not knows thing,

t thrilling title, is of a

in most

cases, more in earnest, and go with
allow that you do very inferior order ;
the intena large class of would-be musicians tion of
wot kuow Uh; this i knowledge, —Canjtqlcinn
making the most of their opportanitie
,
are affected by the title and low rates, and
s j Whereas
then
are
afthe
town
Tes price of retaining what we know is almayh
teacher very frequently hag pepile
flicted
by
the
irrepa
to
fo kpow morn We preserve our leaming and toseck leading instruction, rable damage’of a faulty"and mia- him who do not care whether they learn or not,come
and if
mental
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Tam

aware of the tremendous deimands that ovr ert makes

.

upon the tne wad onorgy of ite devotees: hat
Uney are
aot Laventngube Uke mnattics and seo it we cannot be the ho
greater than Unoes af literature ae pute science. Yes
Wweans of beroging before the wochd marhnue tayaicinne,
the great men of the world hava novar been tied to one
fall cf omarion amd power, as well aa mental or ine ataly.

chanel

gntomatons !' Phere is eo auch wiedoo

Gersted, the groatoat aatural philoropher in Ger-

in

many, was also the greatest phywicing ; Kant, the meta.

theae words that Lain sure Me. Blakeslee fll panton

physician, was one of the mast learced astronomers in

we f Tmabe them the text of thie article.

Burope ;aad Ganthe, the immortal poet and novelist,

The developasent of the ssusiond sont oan be
accom:

wan also an accomplished botanist, mineralogist, and
natural philosopher.
Systematic methods and economy

plished tom by s systematic doretopment of the artistio

aature in gemecnl, Hf » musician doris to be a great
artvat, be crust not commit the falal mistake of burying

of,time enabled these men to dchieve so mach.

Inimewli oo deep ta the ret of muaio thal be can never
get out of i. The wriistio nature ia many-aided, and
8

economise his time. If he can manage to arrange hia
houre so that he can honestly atady some subject wholly

ohesided development is detrimental to it, No man

disassociated from music, eay-botany, or decorative

can be» great arast who ia barrow-minded ; but every

drawing, or joat Wweatherology, be will broaden and bal-

belp it. Breadth of conception, wide aympathy, intellovtusl grasp, self control, and the foe equilibrium
of
high artene repose are to be attais
only through Iibof caitare,

xentlosaa.

An

artiat

the musician fad time to atudy other things?

ghttobe a cultivated

1am amare that thia is generally conceded ;

bat a great iuany musicians, who are trae gentlem
en,

vait the caltvation,

have been held in

mpanycities in
America,
The next theory examination will
be held
on Jane 10th and 11th at various cities,
and ractical
examinationa (piano,

violin, vocal, ete.)
Jane, and representative professional men in May and
are required
for all cities aed-importent towns unrepre
For
all details, requirementa, lists, elc., address sented.
The
Organizing Secretary for Amerjes and Canada,
Stocks Haw-

;

ance hia intellectual powers, and_perhaps bring into bia monp, Mus. Doe., Readihg, Pax vn
artistic nature precisely the elements needed to give ita LFctores ON “THE MASON TOUCH
AND
TECHNIC."—Mre. Mary Gregory
perfect equilibriam, If, men and<women engaged in
endorsement by Dr. William Mason willMurray, whose
other pursuits can find time to study music, why cannot pego
be found on
49, is prepared to take engagements for lec.

man whose vatice tady aod thenght are confined
to one

subject, is boond tw heoome narrow-minded ;he cannot

oralty

If the

musician desires to liberally cultivate himeelf he
mast

INDIVIDUALITY.

F
<
rte:
,
Stadying the mecbaniem
of the piano is one thing,
studying the soul of tho musician

They know music and they know

seuhing else; and then they wonder how it is that
they

another.~ How many

fall short of attaining their own ideale,

q

j

tures, with illustrations in this Methot
to teach in
classes or individually, For terms and1, aud
farther particalara, address at her-atndio, Room 19, Greble
Building, ©
1708-10-Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

OR SALE.—STUDENT’S TECHNICON,
slightly osed; good reasons for selling. “Bargain
Address

st $800.

M. V. H., Erope Orrice.
students have striven to acquire the ‘velvet tonch of
aearaeet
TUDENTS OF LANGUAGES, ART, AND MUSIC
8 master; how many ambitious pianists have devoted
It tong hours in
8! who wish to jsin an Educational Tour to Europe in
tryingtomake the piano sing Accordingto , June,
14 aot techaical, practical knowledge that he wants;
will find it to their advantage by writing for parbot
Usa lafgeness of mind, that power of analysis, that rules; who have sedaously studied allthatThalberg
and ticahrs to Pnor. Bow. Mavers
orer, Carnegie Hall,
others have write on the subject,
Tits not neoessery that a musician should become
a

close, axcidvous stadent of other artsthan hia own.

epathetic grasp, and, aboveall, that fine sensibility, which

comes from an even and general development
of the in-

tellectua! and emotional stare
It is not essential that
& musician should become a prodigy of learning like,
for
ingance, Prana Woepke, who, according to M.
Taine,

was “ erodite in many eraditions.”” He was a
profound
malbemstician, and in pataait of mathematicat
knowl-

who have mastered New York City.

all the tricks of techni
yet whoc,
remain bungling pounders
to the end |

i

PRACTICAL NORMAL

COURSE TO TEACH-

A
ers given by Mrs. Annie L Palmer. at Goldbeck
A Rembrande cannot tach bisonl how to become College
of Muric, No. 8083 Pine Street, Si. Louis, Mo,
ads
u
e
pepile
i
n
May, 1896,
Rembrandts; nbr cat s Rabina
graduate Rabin.. during
47
ra.
Palmer
hastudied the Goldbeck Piano Method
steins from a conservatory. If thin
these trite tratha, were for

remembered

what a vast saving of prittegf

paper
might be saved! We chduld no longi
edge be lesrued Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit. He with
*
a4.
ambitiou
s professors attemptiysng torevl
knew Greek

ink and

Bebored

3
H thersveret
.

yeara, and has 80 completely mastered all ita principles and artistic detaile that she is enabled moat guc-

coasfally to ongege in if Hora!
explains to teachers the complete Ceres, in hich abe

and
playing, so welelied
ene Goldbeck
of-piano
His printed works are in three strag playing in one lecture; we slould sée pupils Many teachers have gone forth after such a Method?
gling
course a0
toreach alimit
‘proficiency; mach benefited by a fall understanding
cf the many
igher idebl:the difficult features of tegchiog and playing. that
they
pnecars
felt as-if standing on’eafe ground. Piano teachershave
in_
need of advice, and alao anch
well-trained teachers not
yet acquainted with the Goldbeck
Method, should
this course, and they may rest aesured that they take
will
sol. They read the matical departmenta, and thea they
increasé' their stock-of musical and technical knowledg
manyfold after having mastered the methods 60 ablye
atop. Het s murician ought to take enough
iaterest in
explained by Mrs. Palmer."
the other art ta read about them, too.
ra. Palmer conducta a large Normal ip Galveston,
More than that,
be oxght te go to the theater, think
Texes,
during June and July. (Addresa Mus. A
and jalk sbout and elaborate humbug.
and Latin and apoke the leading modera

tongues with @uency.
tangosges,

wth im the plephewoe thas will
broaden bie myle,
Tee avmeaias ahookt sond tn the
newxpepert about
bose

aad pictermn, for theme, too, eottalt
food for the
Temantenal aad istelfocteal eides
of euesioal apt.
a
rawwiekpe of

«

of teachin,

,
oF

Pause; 8038 Pine Street, St. Louie, Mt:)

dramatic att and acting, and discuss it with
bie friends,

Why? Became acting joine bands with
music in the
Spore

—yar, is every properly made song. The
shement pervades buth srte, and the musician dramatic
ean learn

scheme
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orbook ordered, reed, delightfally combining recreation and
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vagroas master Sead method oopy to Revie attice,
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Tho
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af orders, snd we are quite core thal after once
«we pene edusss wl be published im Apel iene.
Grade IIL of Organ Bludies"' by Landon received ;
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uring
their convenieace will be appreciated. We will gladly many thanks; itis in every way
You ime we whee ouber prose tor contribatng,
eqéal to its
hich
atore
TT cuctude theme who have altoady conteibated articles. vend them on application aod renew the rupply if re- and together they make the Guest work predece
for ao organ.
that I know of,
Mus.
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omen,
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Ws are preparing # eatome of ““Geme trom Bectho.

von”

preven,

Wemsll contain onty the teat koown of hie original

The ssovemest from Sonate Pathetique in last

unee, smd the Bagatelle in this iseze. will give a good

vies what Uke volume will contain. The mast difficult”
worecrenia will be avoided, and the tries, euch as bin

(stthe waltven, wvil sien de
dby. The pieces will bo
koogrosioee, and sm thie wap. if the pieces become
too
4 theals, the volome oan be lsid aside, and taken ‘up
later

mich pleased with " Anecdotes of Great
Manicians”’
tis not only s ¥
entertaining book for
Wu have jost received “ The Musician's Year Book
warical people in general.
but it will also be a great
for
1894,"" consisting of appropriate musica
l quotations for help to teachers, in their efforts to srouee in their pupils,
everr day in the year with birth dates of famous
Bn injerest in the lives of the great compose
rs,
} compiled by Margaret Reintzél;price $1.00mai~
BL J. Axpeva,
C80
;
any
orders for same will be sent at usual
““Colebr
a'ed
Pianists
of
the
Past and Present,” ia a
discount,
book every student of music shOuld
The book
‘Ve
isa convenient size, good print, andpossess.
Sate
the sketches in.
clade
Tae “ Masician’s Leisure Hour"? i
the
chief
points
of
interest.
©
Mee
D. Have.
acother new volume jost isaned, being a book of. clippin
It ig the bert among the half dozen masical papers
gs and curioas
taken by my sister. ‘acdagale
odds and onda,

“facts and fancies of interest to musiclovera;"” arranged by J. H. Rosewald.
Price $1.25.
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Marnie L. 8yent,
Graded Studies’ received,

Vou. X of the “Mason

Tam much pleased witht.

It is certainly the equal in

int

excellence, etc., (if not the superior) of
OF the 300 and odd copies of “Stories of the aly ofofthefitness,
preceding
bera~
A.W.
Operna,”’ by Chesney, we had in stotk when we offered
Tam much pleased with the set of
Selected Studies
stops will be includedy,
The whole will be onder the st special price in February Ervpe, we have but few from Concong” recently réceived,
No studies in
mpermmnas of Me. Présor, and sll the best editions will teft a8 the special price (25 cents) will hold good for melody piayiod have so interdsted my pupils 88 have
:
ere, Mayo.
te dikgoutlp compared. A very Sine volume may be this month they should all be gone long belore the timp these.
expires,
We are delighted with
expected.

2 more developed. We expect now there will be
"A pages oad pertnps 18 piecon 4 portsait and bio-

The ososl special offer will bo made before

the

entire course; as indeed we
tigha'®
:
are with ever
@ published at your office. ‘' Cele“brated Pianists" isa valuable addition to
our musical
Ow page 47 of February issue we advertised
bet cash meat accompany the order. Thirty cents will
Sisters ov tax Visitation, St. Louis,
a Vist of library.
ne the price for advanced copies Four copies for$1.00. books,atprices far Below Cost;
the copténts of these
Tam
greatly
pleased
with
all
that I have seen of your
books. will ‘compare favorably with the latest
Tht inceder pomage. Write these special offers
publications, and
Tax Erope is invaluable to me asa
on
works of teacher.
their clase publiabed, both inmusic and
tnparaie paper, sad don"t expect receipt. All orders
Ido not see how I managed before 1 became
are
words.
We
are
aesubecriber, ~
quite sure there ére some smong our render
ootned sume day they szrive—a receiptisanoecessary.
Pacue A. Contry,
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er
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and send for those you think adapt

needs; the very low prices.will not pe ed to your
rm
nato
it
reprint
the list iv this inane, owing to expen
se,”
2%?

n tho organ and its mosic, to the ad-

vertisement in this inee, of the tery
latest

the collections of musie for this instru addition to
ment entitled

“Organ Gems” by C. A. Eerna, consis
ting of origina)
Peslad

“T have examined

»

in my

work for

C. A. Wann.

carefully the

convinced

in the wenker fingers and

belp'to
overcome certain very aggravating babits of non-legat

playing, resultant from careless teocking and igvoranceo

of the proper muecolar moremen
artistic performance on the piano. .

Becessary to an
BW. Davis,

plain for pupil,

not diffeult and-cas. be played

Tam sare

that it will be

~at sight byax
much
wel, if itanxistence in well koown,
arernge reader, We can commend
Parr,
the work toany one
“Director ofthe Boston Symphony Emit.
im sead
Orchestras
of a book ofthis kied.
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Tata very much pleased with “ Ancodotes
diank”” It in entertaining and amynng, eren ofto Mes:
thone

Aaoply interested in musical bingraphy, and will be more
boectngeey in aitmoting the atfention of bem sindious
poplia, tthe
individenl: My af the erost inusicians.

Miss 8. B. Duwaax

\
Ja sygand.to
thebandnmely bound book, “ Anoodotes
Gusut Mans
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“ENLARGED AND REVISED.

STANDARD GRADED

STUDIES IN MELODY PLAYING Factory
TO

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
By HAMILTON

.
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you get a Piano if you
knew you could get a FIRSTCLASS INSTRUMENT for $175?

easy, melodious, ‘refined music published,
Every pieos in these two volumes has been 8e-|
lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com-

Our plan ‘is to sell direct to you.

Grades.

COMPILED
BY
g

MR. W. S. B. MATHEWS.

WovuLp

Owing to the large demand for these two volumes in the past, we have just issued new editions
of both, greatly enlarged, which’ have been thoroughly revised and graded. We can now heartily
Tecommend them as the two best collections. of

*

PIANOFORTE.
Complete in Ten

In Progressive Order.

siete

OF STUDIES
——ron tar—

>

| Fireside.

0, MACDOUGALL.

In Tmo Books, each 81.25.
>

. - COURSE

Price Each Grade $1.00.
These

studies consist of standard études and

studies arranged in progressive order, selected from

NO

the bestcom posers, for the cultivation of

BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no comTECENIC, TAST
SRE
E,
SIGHT READING,
Piler, who, being a prgetical teacher himself, knows mission for the friend who introduces carefully edited, fingered
, phrased, and annotated,
precisely what is needed to make thie primary study
sipplemented with complete directions for
you or the solicitor who calls on you. and
the __
more of 8 pleasure than a study,
applica
of all its terrors to young pupils.

and robs that word

tion of Mason’s ‘‘System of Touch and Tech-

We have no agents, and do not em- nic,” for the production of a modern style of playing.
If you find difficulty in interesting your young
Mr, Mathews has had the help ofoffer noted musipupils, the publisher recommends you to give this ploy
cians and teachers, and they have taken the whdle
any
solicito
rs,
and
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uently
work a trial,

eat
We wish to make mention of the fact that the gave you all this expense
, which does
grading of these two voluties has received especial
attention on thesesfew editions, The following list not improve’ thé” value of the
Piano,
of the contents of these volumes tells for itself the
+|

but certainly does increase the cost.

choice selection of composers represeiited :—

CONTENTS OF VOLUME

fielfl of piano studies and selected therefrom such as

are most useful for meeting every gecessity in
a

tedcher’s experience.

Teachers will heydelighited

with the sterling musical
qualities of these études,

and

useful

technical

There are ten. grades, a volume to each grade,

coftaining about thirty pages. Every difficulty
You have nothing to show for this each
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"by being first introduced in its most
[useless dealer’s expenses, and agents’ simple form,
“
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Op. 89, No. 13,
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It is the best book
ever’ came into the piano teacher’s hands.

1 you get] that

Mathews’ bas brought light out of the chaos of

no value whatever.
Our Pianos“are
known throughout the civilized

te Church

ce

I must express my great pleasureinMr. Mathews’

piano instructors and pieces.

Every grade contains

the lessons appertaining to it, besides a list of class-

ical and popular pieces of the same grade.
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world. We manufacture our own
Pianos; and send them to you .on
thirty days’ TEST. TRIAL if you

teacher must

lathews,

have it, to succeed,

Every

Mr.-

as well as Mr, Presser, the publisher,

(have given usa boon for which we cannot be too
thankful,
Gxo. DoELEER,

The ‘Mathews’ Standard Course of Pisno
Studies,” with its valuable suggestions as to suitable pieces, will be a relief and joy to tired teachers, :

desire it, We make the terms of sale|{iwho heretclore have been elles to spend much of
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to suit all pocket-books, Write
8 for catalogue and prices, and any
further igformation you miay wish.

Mrs. M. K. Brannam.
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